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TONER RE-ELECTED

THREE-TIMEH-A-WEEK

"The Keyhole," a Warner Bros
Subscriptions 83 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
production that brings a new motion
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
picture team in Kay Francis and
NFW8PAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established Oeorge Brent to the screen, will come
'n 1840. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished snd consolidated with the Gazette for Monday and Tuesday. It ls an
in 1882. The Free Press was established
tn 1855 and In 18-, changed Its name to enthrallingly different picture, repre
the Tribune Theee papers consolidated senting the gaiety and luxury of Park
March 17. 1897.
Avenue penthouses and the glamor
ol balmy nights under a Cuban moon,
•—
*
♦
The greatest architect and the ♦ with native orchestras dispensing pul
— one most needed ls hope—Henry ♦ sating Spanish rhythms in every cafe
— Ward Beecher.
» lo welcome Havana's pleasure loving
■w
<•
crowds at the height of the season.
A picture that offers two such out
Above all, try something —Frank standing favorites in the principal
loles, is in itself something out of the
lin D. Roosevelt.
ordinary as an attraction. The pop[ ularity of the lovely, dark-haired Kay
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
TONSILS
I Francis has been growing by leaps
Nu risk to patient; no hospitalization
Free Examining Clinic 3 to S p. m. i and bounds the past year, while
Oeorge Brent, who flashed into the
Saturdays
DR. ETHEL CRIE
limelight only a year ago, has gone
At a joint meeting of the Rock
Osteopathic Physician
steadily on makuig good tlie promise land and Rockport School Boards
Office Tel. 136; Res. S3. Thomaston
last night Ernest Leroy Toner was
157S78 of his early performances.—adv.
re-elected superintendent of schools
for another year. His retention in
office is a fitting tribute to the
progress the schools have made
under his direction.

THE LADYFAIR
WILL OPEN AT 89 PARK STREET
MONDAY, APRIL

Sl’PT. MORSE’S SCHOOLS

10

The schools of Friendship, South
Thomaston and Owl's Head will
open Monday.

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF

MISS FLORENCE M. KALER
With the Finest Line of ladies’ AeoemortM that has been pre
sented in this city in years, and sold at the prices that have made
these shops famous the country over.
AN INVtTATION
You are invited to visit the ladyfair and inspect its fine stock
of Exquisite Feminine Apparel—and learn the splendid
values obtainable
We Guarantee Every .Article Sold At The Ladyfair
Store To Be Of First Quality

J A .V O U N C E M E N T

If Japan wants to fight us. it wiU
have to agree to hold the war in some
country where the names are easier
to pronounce —San Diego Union

ANNOUNCEMENT
I wish to announce to the public
that I have takrn booth space at
the Parisian Beauty Salon, 67 Park
Street, and will gladly greet old
and new customers for appoint
ments.
All Work Done For 50 Cents
Cali BETH GREENE, Phone 898
42-44

DR. NEIL A. FOGG

hns moved his office lo
115 SUMMER STREET. ROCKLAND

ALLEN LUNCH
AND POOL ROOM

Prurlire Limited To Surgery
Telephone 132

Hours By Appointment

40-42

CONFETTI PARTY ON THE
ROLLERS
at the

BOXING
and

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

WRESTLING
TENANT’S HARBOR

TONIGHT

Wednesday, April 12

GRAND MARCH AT 9.30
SKATING UNTIL 1145
41‘H

Benefit Street Light Fund

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Under New Management
FIRST CLASS SANITARY
LUNCH
HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL BASEBALL RETURNS
40*43

I WILL BUY FOR

CASH
CIVIL WAR

REVENUE STAMPS
ON SHIPPING LOGS
ON SHIPPING PAPERS
ON OLD DOCUMENTS
Also

STAMPS
ON OLD ENVELOPES
OUR SUNDAY FULL COURSE DINNER IS STILL MAKING
A BIG HIT!
There Must Be A Reason
FULL COURSE TURKEY. CHICKEN OR TENDERLOIN STEAK
DINNER. FOR 50 CENTS

J. R. PECK
241 Freeman Street
BROOKLINE. MASS.
42S48

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette

THE BOY SCOUTS

TURNED THE TABLES

The Pine Tree Scout Leaders Asso
ciation met Tuesday night, President
Howard Chase presiding. Plans were
discussed for the holding of a pre
liminary trial to choose contestants
for the council Jamboree to be held
in Rockland, May 20. It was decided
tentatively to hold this elimination
contest some night the week of April
23. Previous to that time each troop
will hold contests to determine who
the two best men are in eacn event.
There are four events—knot tieing,
bugling, fire by friction and fire by
flint and steel.
District Executive Chandler an
nounced that those who had fulfilled
the requirements for Scout leaders'
training couise would receive their
certificates. Seven men were elgible
for this award: G. Walter Kimball,
Scoutmaster Troop 3; Harold Whitehill, Scoutmaster Troop 2; Howard
Chase. Scoutmaster Troop 8; Lin
wood Aylward, assistant Scoutmaster
Troop 2----- all of Rockland; Donald
Knapp, and Charles Grant, Scout
master and assistant. Troop 100.
Friendship; Percy Young, assistant
Scoutmaster Troop 2, Rockland and
Troop II, South Thomaston; and
Thomas Holmes, acting Scoutmaster
of the new Waldoboro troop.
• • • •
The April meeting of the Rock
land district committee was held at
i the Chamber of Commerce Wednes1 day night. The matter of finances
was discussed at some length. It was
finally decided to dispense with the
services of the district executive until
! such a time as it would be possible
to raise the funds necessary for his
expenses. It was voted that this
i committee remain intact and con
tinue its meetings and even increase
its activities in order that scouting
in Rockland might not suffer.
Definite plans for financing scout
ing are to be taken up at the earliest
possible time, but it was felt that
nothing could be dene until the bank
situation was cleared up and the
financial condition of the district
determined.
Commissioner Theodore Lewin’s
resignation was accepted with regret.
Mr. Lewin is manager of the A. &
P store and felt he did not have the
time to devote to scouting, though
he wished it clearly understood that
he would help out ln any way he
could. O. Walter Kimball. Scout
master of Troop 3, was unanimously
elected as commissioner to replace
Mr. Lewin.
It was voted that Chairman McAlary write a letter of appreciation
to the Pine Tree Council thanking
them for the help and assistance
given the Rockland District The
next meeting will be held in May, the
date to be announced. These mem
bers were present: Chairman A. F.
McAlary, E. L. Toner, C. H. Duff.
Benjamin Dowling, Lawrence Leach.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds. Oapt. R F.
Saville, Donald Haskell, guest, and
District Executive Chandler.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leavea Swan'a Island at 838
A M Stonington 635. North Haven 7 35
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.39.
Return—Leavea Rockland at 148 P. M..
Vlnalhaven 2 45, North Raven 3 30 Ston
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 6 00 p. If
B. B. STINSON
180-tt

Wars and rumors of wars filled
every seat at yesterday’s Rotary
luncheon, for Willis I. Ayer, The j
Brook's perennial practical joker, was;
the advertised speaker and the word I
got around that his many victims and ,
store assistants had organized a cam

TWO WARSHIPS COMING

India has 43.600.000 "untouchables"
—outcasts of Hindu society. But
iiave you tried to make a "touch" ln
5our own country!—St. Paul News.

WE BUY
AND PAY

HIGHEST CASH PRICE
For your Old Gold, Silver and
Platinum, as always. You know
you will get full value from your
local jeweler.

G. W. PALMER & SON
C. W. PROCTOR, Prop.
40-42

SAVE UP TO 40%
ON AUTO INSURANCE

By order of the City Council, interest will

With our plan automobile owners who operate carefully and avoid accidents
are preferrd risks—and entitled to a preferred rate. Many owners have operated for years without an accident, yet pay the same premium as the careless and reckless operator. The Maine Mutual, by accepting only those auto
mobile owners with a record of careful driving, by conservative management
and economical operation, has saved its Members up to 40% on automobile
insurance.

A Preferred Rate for Preferred Risks

be paid on 1933 taxes, if paid in advance,

DON’T

at the rate of five per cent from date of

Insure until you
get our rates.
Phone, rail or
write our local
agent or the
Home Office
No obligation

payment to August I, 1933.

T. E. McINNIS,
Tax Collector

COMPARE
Public Liability and Property Damage
Prcsenl Semi-Annual Premiums
Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth
$6.30
Buick, Chrysler, DeSoto, Essex, Oldsmobile
Pontiac
$8.10
Cadillac, Chrysler, Imperial, Hudron 6
Big Marmon, Packard
$10.50

Convenient
Payment of
Premium
Semi-Annually

■■

Liberal
Suspension
Summer
or
Winter

LOCAL AGENT, S. E. NORWOOD
Telephone 340, Narragansett Hotel, Rockland, Me.

Maine Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.
AUBURN, MAINE
41-51

The Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc j cers and enlisted men who met their
District Council, American Legion,, death in tlie Akron disaster.
held its meeting in Friendship Thurs- i The Army Day observance was cari ied out in all the speeches. The prinday night, with the Friendship mem
c.i»al speakers were E. Vaughn Cleaves
bers of Williams-Brazier Post as hosts, i of Bar Harbor, department com
A delicious lobster stew was served i mander; James L, Boyle of Water
at K. of P. hall at 6 o’clock. At 7.15 { ville. department adjutant; Arthur
a parade was formed, headed by Chief L. Leech of Kennebunk, department
Marshal Walter O. Hastings and fol Americanism officer; William B. D.
lowed by Winslow-Holbrook Drum Gray of Thomaston, department diCorps of Rockland, headtxl by that leotor of marksmanship; and Ray
popular drum major O. E Wishman mond E. Kendall of Alfred, who is a
The veterans marched in columns of candidate for department commander
two, headed by Enoch M. Clark, Wil- of Maine for 1933-34.
llams-Brazier Post commander, colors
Williams-Erazier Post at a recent
and their guards, county and depart Post meeting voted to instruct its
ment officials, followed by 125 mem delegates to the Department Con
bers of Council to Bossa's hall where vention in Portland July 4 to pledge
the meeting and entertainment were their support to Mr. Remdall.
Jield.
It is hoped that each of the 11 Posts
It was voted to annex Waldo Coun will organize a junior baseball team.
ty to this District Council, making! It was declared one of the best
a total of 11 Posts now affiliated. The leuncil meetings to date. The next
veterans stood for 30 seconds in j is to be held in Boothbay Harbor ln
rilence in memory of those brave offi May.

MRS. HEATH WINS THE CUP

A MAINE COMPANY FOR MAINE PEOPLE

To the Taxpayers of the City of Rockland

BUDDIES INVADE FRIENDSHIP

paign of collaboration with the pro
gram that would even all old scores.
The battle of wits started as Presi
dent Sheldon opened the meeting and Large Crowd On Hand To See Climax Of the Ladies’
continued with unabated hilarity un
Graceful Skating Contest
til the irrepressible Willis neatly
turned the tables on his hecklers with
Standing room was at a premium has shown absolute fairness and im
a rollicking “vital statistics" survey,
followed by one of the most construc in the Spanish Villa skating rink partiality.
The silver cup was awarded to Mrs.
tive and well thought out exposi-; Thursday night, the center of attrac
tlons of true Rotary spirit heard in 1 tion being die graceful skating con Hattie Heath, who received 75 votes.
Mrs. Iola Rector was second with 62,
many a moon.
test for ladies. Preliminary contests and Miss Margaret Torrey was third.
■ "How s your backbone" was the (
thought used In comparing his boy had been held on each of the five The other contestants were Mrs.
hood with that of the youths of today preceding Thursday nights, and the Myrtle Dudley and Miss Louise Fields.
and the struggles and hardships of five winners, chosen by popular vote, Each possessed an individual style
of skating and all furnished excel
the merchants and workmen of the I
appeared in the finals on this occa
lent proof as to why they had been
nineties as compared with the situ-1
selected in the elimination contests.
ation of the present. He stressed the sion.
The crowd was naturally a parti
long hours, hard physical labor and Pour waltzes were played for the
small profits of those days compared final test, and the large audience was san one. but those who were disap
to this age of modem conveniences given ample opportunity to admire pointed in the result joined gener
and luxury become necessities Our
ously in applauding the winner.
the skill of the contestants and draw
struggles in the grip of the present
Next Thursday night will see the
economic difficulty test our ability to their own conclusions.
start of a graceful skating contest
Votes were dropped into a sealed for couples, which will probably show
measure up to the high standards set
up by those of the preceding gener box. and counted by a committee of an intensified Intel est.
ation. It is a question of backbone three, selected from among the spec
Meantime the skaters should re
and service. In the course of his talk tators by Manager Allen, who in his member tonight's confetti party with
Mr Ayer paid tribute to many fine long career as a sports promoter. skating until 11.45.
old business houses and men now de
parted, stirring warm memories in
; many a heart.
It was voted to accept the invitation
i of the Forty Club to the joint meetWord was received here yesterday cruiser Indianapolis is coming again
j ing of the county service clubs with
that
two commissioned warships at this time was not indicated.
Bill Cunningham April 24 at Temple
Friends of Commander K. F. Hill,
hall. Charles A Emery became hon will visit Rockland the first week in
who was a patient at Knox Hospital
orary chairman of the goat commit
for a number of weeks, will be well
tee and Supt. E. L. Toner presented May—USB Indianapolis coming on
pleased to learn that he has resumed
the necessity of the Red Cross to lo the 2d. and U.S.S. Hamilton on the 3d.
his duties with th- Trial Board, and
cate in a rent-free headquarters. I. The Hamilton is probably continuing
will probably be present during the
R. Cutler of Old Town and H. H. Nash experimental tests, but why the
trials.
of Camden were visiting Itotarians.

“The Place Where It Is a Treat To Eat"

Notice

Volume 88..................... Number 42

TALK OF THE TOWN

District Executive Dropped Willis Ayer Triumphs In
«i or i
a
•
t
•
»•
•
i Henfy H- Payson has received his
For Time Being—Kimball
Battle of Wits—Presents District Council Of the American Legion Honors Victims j credentials as Knox County probatlon officer.
Succeeds Lewin
Fine Paper
Of the Akron Disaster

Inc.
Next To W’oolworth's

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thc Ladyfair, a new woman’s spe
cialty shop, will open Monday at 69
Park street, under management ot
Miss Florence M. Kaler.

Prof. David E. Barker of U. of M.
faculty will speak Monday at the
Forty Club on "Some Odd Cases At
Law.”
Capt. W. H. Wlncapaw flew from
New York to New Bedford, Mass..
Wednesday, to deliver a new transport
plane.
Due 1o the prevailing epidemic of
whooping cough among the younger
children, the kindergarten class at
the Universalist Church will be omit
ted for a few Sundays.

L. C. Sturtevant (good old Stivie)
must be right in his element down in
Ellsworth for he ls coaching his High
School baseball team, and big things
are expected from It. Mr. Sturtevant
was principal of the same school
more than ten. years ago. but Ells
worth folks have followed his career
with sharp eyes.
Attractions at 8trand Theatre next
week are: Monday and Tuesday.
' They Just Had to Get Married." with
Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts;
Wednesday and Thursday. "Secrets
of Madame Blanche,” with Irene
Dunne and Phillips Holmes; Friday
and Saturday. "Pick-Up,” with Sylvia
Sidney and George Raft

Youthful sea brigands who helped
themselves to Otis Trundy's fishing
smack, without leave from anybody,
and who might have hoisted the skull
and crossbones had they been given
time, were rounded up by Patrolman
McIntosh Thursday. Charlie isn’t
long on sea vernacular, but he did
intimate that he would apply a half
nelson to the mischievous imps If
they didn’t let Commodore Trundy's
fishing fleet alone.
The April meeting of tlie ParentTeacher Association takes place Mon
day evening at 7 30 at thc High School
auditorium. Mrs. C. F Snow will
.•peak on "Patriotism." particularly In
relation to the young people of today.
Through her affiliation with the
Daughters of American Revolution,
the American Legion Auxiliary and
other patriotic bodies Mrs Snow is
thoroughly versed ln the subject and
the association is gratified to have her
as a speaker. Negotiations are being
made for a two-reel moving picture as
an added feature
A painter’s palette which has been
treasured ln the John A. Karl paint
shop since the old days when the
late John A. Karl and E. J. Clifton
were proprietors has been trans
formed into a most attractive tablet
by Edgar Crockett, and will have a
place of honor at the painters' camp
ln Nobleboro. It bears the Inscrip
tion "Lake View Club, 1904." and be
neath this are inscribed the names
of the charter members: I. A. True
worthy, R. B. Loring. G. W. Palmer,
J. A. Karl, M E. Plummer, F J.
Perry, E J. Clifton, R Henry Tominski, G. H. Tighe. W J Perry, C.
T. Colson, F. E. Perry and 8 K.
Hatch. L. A. Spear and A. E. Perry
were associate members.

then rushed forward and dragged
them in with both hands
Twas a Quiet Affair Until To say that the guests were enter
Seth, Ma and Others Broke tained royally would be very faint
praise for such an event. Al and May
In On the Scene
were at their best, and such an evening
’’settin' in with the home folks" and
If the folks living in the vicinity of
enjoying the varied program that was
32 Camden street could have seen the
offered, cannot adequately be de
“picturesque arrival" at the door of scribed
The happy couple were
their good neighbor A. W. Gregory presented with a handsome pair of
last night they would have gasped pewter candlesticks, and a set of
with excitement, and wondered if the silver. A few hours later the “Pic
turesque Bunch" got underway and
:eal Seth Parker, his good wife “Ma"
steiaed south on Oamden street
end all the little Parkers had not leaving AI and May in a lioppy and
When the United States battle fleet
come. The occasion was the celebra reminiscent state of mind.
made Its memorable voyage around
tion of the 25th wedding annivenary
the world a quarter century ago a
SCANDAL MONGERS
Rockland man was helping keep
of Al and May Oregory
They were sitting at the table of "In Time Of Excitement and Unrest tne of the ships ln trim—Peter Nel«>n of 25 Winter street, who was
their artistic little dining room, en
the Liar Is At Ilia Best”
serving on the U. S. S. Louisiana The
joying a light lunch with no idea of
(Press Herald)
fleet left Hampton Roods Dec. 16.
what might be in the environs. They
The inevitable conclusion one must 1907. cruised down the South America
were talking over the financial situa come to, having passed through a try coast, and readied San Diego. Calif.,
tion, and May was wondering when ing period such as Portland has re April 14, 1908.. July 16 the American
things were going bo be better. Al cently experienced is that there are ships were at Honolulu; Aug. 20 they
replied: "Better, of course they will be a great many people living in every had dropped anchor in the harbor of
better bye and bye, perhaps, before community who delight in fabrication Sydney, Australia; Out. 10 they were
long." "Do you mean in the Sweet of sensational stories. Without any at Manila; Jan. 3, 1909, they were at
Bye and Bye." “No," ejaculated Al foundation for the tales they tell, Suez; and Feb 22 they passed in re
"I mean in the here and now."
lacking even the smallest atom of view before President Theodore
About this time a peculiar sound truth to serve as the kernel of their Roosevelt at Hampton Roads. Va., the
became audible as of a cane stubbing story, they weave together a yarn to port from which they had embarked.
up the walk to the door, and a loud do malicious injury to some person The fleet's mileage was 45.456 Any
knock that resounded through the whom they have never had any con time Peter Nelson's fellow citizens get
house brought Al to his feet. He tact with and whom they do not even to thinking that they have "been
reached the door, hesitated a moment, I know by sight.
around some" let them discuss this
and with the advent of fresh courage,
What inspires such stories is the little outing with him.
opened it a crack. When he saw his great desire some people have to mo
old friends "Setti" and "Ma," with thc mentarily excite Interest and attract
others, he was so flabbergasted that attention to themselves. The more YOUR FAVORITE POEM
he stumbled bock a couple of steps, sensational their yarn ls, the greater If I had to live my Ute again I would
made a peculiar sound in his throat. glory they think they have achieved have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
and their satisfaction is intensified a week. The loss of these tsstes Is s
when they learn that many of their loss ol happiness —Charles Dsrwln
Work Done Anywhere
fellow citizens have seized upon their
JOHN ANDERSON
PROMPT SERVICE
j fabrication and tossed it along, like a John Anderson my Jo. John,
When we were first sequent
Water pipes repaired and relald. I football, to alarm and excite others.
Your locks were like the raven.
Inside and out, digging includ
Your bonnle brow was brent;
In
times
of
excitement
and
unrest
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
But now jrour brow Is bald. John.
a
liar
is
in
his
element.
It
is
the
kind
Your locks are like the snow;
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
But blessings on your frosty pow,
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep of atmosphere which best absorbs his John
Anderson my Jo
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep unreasonable tales. If he succeeds ln
John
Anderson
my Jo, John.
er. Floors cemented and walls re | creating greater fear in the breasts
We clsmb the hill theglther.
paired. Cellarx whitewashed. Lawn
mony a canty day. John.
of some other people, and can add on And
work, etc.
We've had wl’ ane snither:
Now we maun totter down. John.
to
the
flames
of
unhappiness
so
that
S. E. Eaton
But hand ln hand we ll go.
TEL. 1187-Y ROCKLAND. ME. all about him become panicky, he has And sleep theglther at the foot,
John Anderson my Jo.
42‘lt
achieved what lie is looking for.

A SILVER WEDDING

—Robert Burns.

The Courier-Gazette

WET IN FINLAND

GREAT SPORTS WRITER

WARREN

Mrs, Emery Tells of Promises Bill Cunningham Will Ad- Mystic Rebekah Lodge will hold!
call at the regular meeting MonIf any of you lack wisdom, let him
Made and What Actually
dress Joint Meeting of the roll
^evening.
riov Avonintr
THREE-T1MES-A-WEEK

ask of God.—James 1:5.

Every-Other-Day
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Service Clubs

VINALHAVEN HIGH SITS PRETTY

Notices of Appointment

Probate Notices

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either o'
the estates hereinafter named:
Court held at Rockland,
-pWQ Qf
League’s Pitching Aces Still On the Mound ’h^'roiiowmg" estates the persons were InAtanda Probate
for the County of Knox, on the
appointed
Administrators. Executors,
Ouardlans and Conservators and on the 21st day of March In the year of our
* For the Island Team
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
dates hereinafter named:
thirty-three and by adjournment from
EDWIN 8. CRAWFORD, late of War day to day from the 21st day of said
ren. deceased. March 7, 1933 Niven C. March the following matters having
Six letter men will report to the Crawford of Warren was appointed been presented for the action thereupon
Vinalhaven baseball fans, who are
Admr., and qualified by filing bond on hereinafter Indicated It ls hereby Or
very proud of the fact that their coach, the veterans left being Lyford same date.
dered :
LESTER I. DOLHAM. late of Warren,
That notice thereof be given to all
high school team has won two pen lb, Coombs outfield and pitcher. deceased.
March 7. 1933. Myrtle B. Feyler, persons Interested, by causing a copy of
nants in a row, are very anxious for Woodcock 3b. Bickford If, Middleton of West Somerville, Maas., was appoint this order to be published three weeks
ed Admx, and qualified by filing bond successively ln The Courler-Oazette. a
pitcher and outfield. Young rf.
the new season to begin.
on same date. Alfred M. Strout of newspaper published at Rockland ln said
Thomaston
appointed Agent tn Maine.
County that they may appear at a Pro
Finding
a
backstop
and
plugging
"The League should see a close
ANDREW M TOLMAN. late of Cam bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
the infield are problems which are den.
race this >'6ar'" saYS faPl
deceased. March 7, 1933. Carrie E. on the 18th day of April A. D. 1933. at
Ames Tolman of Camden, was appoint nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be
"butare 8°ln* 10 haw
1933 causing Coach Patrick to lie awake ed Exx., without bond.
heard thereon If they see cause.
nights. The loss, by graduation ol . ALBERT A. BORNEMAN, of Thomaston.
HENRY B CABOT, late of Brookline,
CUP
Mass , deceased
Exemplified copy of
and
Guilford,
left
two
very
,
v
!°'
a
®.
enner
The teams schedule as announced Hopkins
Will
and Probate thereof, together with
r
1 boro, was appointed Odn.. and qualified
a Petition for Probate of Foreign Will,
by
filing
bond
July
19.
1932
important
positions
to
be
filled.
»y Walter Staples, manager, follows:
that the copy of said will may be
IRVIN E SPEAR, late of Cushing, de asking
Baum, who played two games in ceased.
allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate
MaY 3 st- °eorge at Vinalhaven.
March 21. 1933, Herbert 1. Spear, Court
of Knox County, and that letters
of
Warren,
was
appointed
Exr
.
without
May 6—Vinalhaven at Thomaston.. the infield last year, should make
Testamentary be Issued to Anne M.
bond.
Cabot, of Brookline, Mass, without
May 10—Vinalhaven at Lincoln.
one of these positions.
JAMES E ULMER, late of Cushing, bond
May 13—Camden at Vinalhaven.
Bill Young who played in the out- deceased. March 21, 1933. Rose L. Rob
CHARLES M ORAVES. late of South
inson of Warren, was appointed Exx., Thomaston, deceased Will and Petition
May 17—Thomaston at Vinal- field last year, will try out for the without bond.
for Probate thereof, asking that the
FLORA A DUNCKLEE. late of Rock same may be proved and allowed and
position which Ed. White so bril
haven.
land. deceased. March 21. 1933. Maude that Letters Testamentary Issue to
liantly filled behind the bat. Other E Blodgett, of Rockland, was appointed Blanche
May 20—Vinalhaven at Rockland.
E Graves of South Thomaston,
she being the Executrix named In said
May 24—Vinalhaven at Camden.
catcher prospects are W. Torfason, Exx., without bond.
Will,
without
bond.
EDWARD S SPEAR, late of Warren, de
May 27—Vinalhaven at St. George Conway and Bunker.
ceased. March 21, 1933, Ada Spear of
JULIAN YOUNO. late of Cushing, de
Warren, was appointed Exx., without ceased Will and Petition for Probate
May 31—Rockland at Vinalhaven.
As to pitchers Vinalhaven High is bond.
thereof, asking that the same may be
June 3—Lincoln at Vinalhaven.
sitting on top of the world with
FRED A GLEASON, late of Union, de proved and allowed and that Letters
ceased. March 21. 1933. William C. Olea- Testamentary Issue to Leslie O. Young,
Recent rains have put the ball field [ Middleton and Capt. Coombs. Mid- 1 ................
son. of Union, was appointed Exr, with- of Cushing, he being the Executor
named In said WIU. without bond.
m bad shape, and it is doubtful if j dleton was the youngster who made out bond
LEONARD R CAMPBELL, late of
THEODORE J BRADFORD. late of
much practice can be done before the Knox County Twilight League ' T
Will and Petition
Thomaston, deceased. March 21, 1933. Rockland, deceased
Julia
Annie
Bradford
of
Thomaston,
was
.
for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
fans
sit
up
and
take
notice.
April 15. With the opening game at
appointed Exx . without bond.
’ may be proved and allowed and that
home this will give Coach Herbert
With seven men reasonably sure
KINO8BURY P FISH, late of Hope. I
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Will and Petition for
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may be proved and allowed and that
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] Samuel E. Norwood attended an
------insurance convention at Auburn
THE MILLAY FAMILY
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Plans have been laid for a get- Wednesday. He was accompanied as
Mrs James O. ( Anne Kittredge)
There <is so very much being said together of all the service clubs of far as Lewiston by Mrs. Norwood, Mrs
Whittemore, Tells Bangor Chib in a11 of our papers ab®ut
81641 Knox County on April 24, at Temple Mary Berry and Mrs. Ella Lewis, who
things expected from the legalizing
About It
,.
.
, ,
„ ,
hall, Rockland. The Forty Club of spent the day in that city.
of beer and wine, and from repeal of
•
Mrs. Mary Richmond who spent
Sidelights on the Millay family were ! the 18th Amendment, all of which is this city will be the host and this in the
_ _________
___________
past winter with
Mr. and Mrs.
related by Mrs. James O. Whittemore as yet only in theory. Might it not; itself insures something out of the Qtho Thompson at Medford, Mass
(Anne Kittredge) Friday to members : be well for sane thinking people to ordinary. The clubs participating will arrived* Thu^ay "and'^nedTer
of the Norumbega Club at their reg pause a while and consider what has be the Rockland Rotary and Lions home here for the season, after havhappened in Finland where the faith
ular meeting in Bangor.
Clubs, the Camden-Rockport Rotary ing visited her sister Miss Eliza Swan.
Mrs. Whittemore read passages of the people in prohibition was and Lions Clubs and the Waldoboro at Rockland for a few days.
Mrs. Christian Andersen of Scarfrom a book "Little Otis," by Mrs. beaten down by the same roseate
Millay, mother of Edna. Otis was an promises of the wets that we are | Lions Club. Each club will perform a boro has been guest a few days this
imaginary son. and Mrs. Millay wrote ' hearing, and where their program of stunt and music will be furnished by week of her parents Mr. and Mrs
p^y club members, Al Charles E. Starrett.
verses concerning his conversation legalized liquor has been in force onc Qj
1 for a year.
John Dunn returned Thursday
and doings.
Rougier. through the medium of his
The husbands of the three Millay i Repeal of prohibition was promised ten piece orchestra. The principal J from Bath where he spent the past
girls
and their home life in Oreen- to be an effective factor in restoring speaker will be Bill Cunningham.1 few weeks with his daughter Mrs
_______________
wich Village were mentioned. When the value of the Finnish money.
o{
g^ton p^,. wh0 | Eva Dunn.
inc.
pVe one of his well known sportvA K Spear returned to his home
Mrs. Millay went to visit her daugh Nothing of the sort occurre
pro8ram
prf_ 1 at West warren Sunday after underter Edna she knew the house at once repeal the rate of the Finnish mark
by -----------------------------------a Maine scarecrow; a bird bath has not "n*rP)ne any "X e ceded by a banquet. Dick Bird, chair- ?°in« an operation and treatment at
with swans swimming in it and a sign changes; Finland s budget tfifflculof toe [ Knox Hospital the past few weeks.
saying "do not feed the swans." There ties have not been solved by liquor
5^.
Arnold Castner who has been quite
was no grass anywhere about the j The Finnish treasury has never been
c]ub
charge of the i 111 the
several days was much
nbiee but
but a
a big
big sign
sign was
was posted
posted "Keep
"Keep | 50 empty as it is now, a year after repleased with a box of fruit sent him
place,
Mondfl}.
Forty Club was Wednesday by the Dorcas Circle of
off the grass.” Edna St. Vincent Mil- Peal
Finnish wets blamed prohibition
spel!bound by
waiter King s Daughters.
lay delighted in doing such unusual
ke
"Rise m the
Mrs. Ellen Wellman is the proud
things. Her home was 30 feet high, for high taxes; a year after repea R(Junds who
the
government
taxes
are
Just
as
Dictators."
The
manner
in
which
he
1
own<
“r of a single petunia which has
nine feet wide, and 28 feet long.
whk,h the en- 17 blossoms and ,our buds on It at
Friends of the poet laureate Of high as ever; city taxes are from 10 . brcught out
] tjre world is facing today, was well the Present time.
Maine call her Vincent, rather than to 30r, higher.
Unemployment was not solved by worth hearing. His intensive study
Edna. Mrs. Whittemore's subject
°MPK« the rainy night Tuesday a
was of especial interest to the club repeal, despite promises. The farm of this situation put him in a posi- 0,081 interesting meeting of the
women who were instrumental in problem to be solved by repeal in Fin tion to tell the club of things hap- Woman s Club is reported, A splenselecting her as poet laureate. Tlie land is more serious than ever. Wet pening in Europe and our own coun- did paper entitled, “Our Wild Flowspeaker described the opera and story propagandists promised Finland great try of which the members little I ers was PrePared and read bY Mrs
from France dn return for reof the "King s Henchman," the words loans
,
j
dreamed. A new member, Capt. I1 Lina Smith At the business session
of which Edna St. Vincent Millay peal so that French wine could be ghennan £ w,narrt was ,akfn inU) a nominating committee was apsold.
These promises influenced
,
'
pointed, Mrs. Alice Brown, Miss M
wrote and which played before crowd many
members of Parliament. No mnnbership at this meeting.
Grace Walker, and Mrs. Ruth Philed houses in New York. Lawrence
loans have come from France.
brook. It was voted to accept an in
Tibbett took a prominent part.
Liquor smuggling, a grave problem
CAMDEN
vitation to the guest night of the
in
Finland,
was
urged
as
a
reason
to
------Union Community Club April 25.
FARM AND HOME
repeal prohibition. Feb. 14 of this
Mrs. Emily Stevenson Robbins members of the Warren Club to furMore Than 1100 Attended the “Week" year the assistant chief of the Finn- died Wednesday at the home of her . nish numbers on the program.
At Orono, Including 17 From Knox ish Coast Guard declared in a news- son. Col. Ernest A. Robbins, Jr. A
Mrs. Leland Peabody and infant
paper interview:
short funeral service* was held son Norman Lee returned home Wed
County
"It was claimed after the repeal ot Thursday afternoon. Rev. Ralph nesday from Knox Hospital.
Lester A. and Rosa A., who now is characters
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We will plant another crop of po- prohibition that the activity of the Hayden officiating, and interment
Fifteen members of the Social
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.. and m.«na»w»
qualified hv
by sim.
filing" >mr.a
bond}I EnwiN
edwin
gould. i.,»
late of da
Rockland
tetoes Just the same." In these word- smugglers and bootleggers will be very will be in London Park cemetery, Club met Thursday with Mrs Viola "
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a’as United in marriage With Ruby
v. Car, Williams Ruth the earCHARLES H LOVEJOY, tote of Thom»»klng that the same may
George E. Findlen of Fort Fairfield difficult because the public opinion Baltimore.
Durgin. Included in the entertain- ____ ____ ...___________________ ■ JC-Pn- varl w*uiams. rtum we car |
deceased March 2s. 1933. Gilford
proved and allowed and that Letters
touched the note of scntimeilt ex- u-ju be against them. Unhappily.
Mae
of Castine Norma! ment were readings by Mrs. Hazel Stone of Cushing, the three children penter's daughter, Betty Brown; the b Butler ot south Thomaston, was ap- 7?*ta1m*2lsrJ ,ssue to Rockland Naby n“n8
pressing the spirit of over 1.100 Maine this has been a mere theory without
faculty has been guest of her Bowers and Mrs. Hattie Rines 0: of this marriage being Maude B.. carFCnter. Colin Winslow; the throe Kkd'on «me ‘due
willard e hahn, late of Warren.
Maynard w leach, late of union,
farmers and home makers attending , any practical value. Almost without sister Mrs. Fred Gould, Mountain Waldoboro. and a contest by Mrs who married Hollis G Starrett and Marys. Carolyn Calderwood, Lcuis?
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Merlon ana KUtn urown. mere wnu , Hahn, of Warren, was appointed Admr i therco‘ 1 asking a,that
the same may be
the 27th Farm and Home Week at an exception all prohibition time
Mildred Gammon.
Refreshments
Everett B.and Ernest L. June 28. be selections by a chorus of 30 voices c.t.a. and qualified by filing bond on, nro'ed an*fallowed and that Letters
Orono last week.
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date
Regular meeting of Amity Lodge, were served.
Struggling throughout the week tinuing their dirty business, and the
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, TTto. Mrs. uGrace and the male quartet,
mary f turner, late of Appleton, Union she being the Executrix named
The Puzzle-Tea held at the home of
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&
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night.
(Hoyt) Brackett of Union and one be Hazel Carlon Roberts W C. Wins- deceased. March 21. 1933. Charles b ln said Will, without bond
with current serious problems relat- ' Coast Guard is not supported by the
WILLIAM L LAWRY late of Warren,
Mrs Alzada Simmons Thursday aft child Charlotte, now Mrs Alfred low ard H L Coombs
| Miller of Appleton, was appointed Admr, deceased Will and Petition for Probate
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ing to credit, taxation, home relief general *public opinion' but by the
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Mrs. Flllebrcwn of Camden is guest j Attest:
measures and methods ofmaking the jealous smugglers who betray their ter, O. E. 8.. Monday evening assisting hostess, was enjoyed by 15
proved and allowed and that Letters
After his first marriage in 1871 Mr cl Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
Testamentary issue to Edward C. Payson
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dollar do its utmost,theundeniable colleagues."
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named tn said WIU. without bond.
grim determination was everywhere | Finnish wets promised repeal would Arey-Heal Post, A..L„ and the, other the afternoon of April 20 at
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Earle McIntosh and Albert S. Peterson,
ett B. of New Bedford, Mass, and Holbrook
in tbe vestry and these officers re- Perez.
both of Rockland. Exrs.
"The State of Maine is going after years. Dr Spaulding also called on Parent Teacher Association April 18
ESTATE ANNIE R MOORE, tote of
business and is going to get it. It be his aunt Mrs. Roy Crotteau and other at 7.30 o'clock, at the Episcopal
Rockport, deceased
Petition to Deter
mine Inheritance Tax. presented by Wil
parish house. A film on Roadside
lieves that people will ‘Buy America' relatives.
liam E Perry, of Brookline. Mass. Exr.
Esten Soulds who has been staying Beautification cent out by the U. S
for their vacations this year."
ESTATE ARZELLA E CREAMER, tote
of Friendship, deceased First and Final
Manager Coe admits that replies at Roy Crotteau's the past few Department of Agriculture will be
account presented for allowance by
from the Maine advertising so far re months returned to his home in Bel- shown and a musical program will be
Oeorge W Cook of Falmouth. Admr.
ESTATE CLARA E. YOUNO. tote of
1 rendered.
ceived this year are a little behind the grade Wednesday.
Rockland, deceased
First and Final
Mrs. Dorothy Childs and daughter
--------------- —
number received for the correspond
Account presented for allowance by Ed
ward
K.
Gould,
of
Rockland.
Exr.
Muriel
recently
visited
Mrs.
Rolana
TREMONT
ing period of last year, but believes
ESTATE NEI,SON B. COBB, tote of
it is due to the upset conditions Payson in East Union.
Rockland, deceased
First and Final
8. R. Clark and Nat Worthen ot
Account presented for allowance by Earle
Mrs. John Pushaw aud Mrs. Joseph
through which the country has beer,
McIntosh and Albert 8. Peterson, both
Rockland, Me.
19 Li mcrock Street,
of Rockland. Exrs.
struggling during the last four or five Pushaw each have a nice flock of Boston were ln town for a few days
ESTATE MERTIE L. SIMPSON, of
chickens, the first 'in the neighbor- last week on business.
weeks. He adds:
Rockland. First Account presented for
| Capt. John Latty is here in the AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE CO.
COLONIAL FIRE UNOERWRITERS
l,AW UNION A HOUK INSURANCE
“Now that there has been a definite hood.
allowance by Elisha W Pike of Rock
FIRST AMERICAN FIRE INSURANCE
Branch of
land, Odn.
Sunday callers at the home of John schooner Thcoline after being gone
upturn in business conditions because
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
COMPANY, Ltd.
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF
Witness, MELZER T CRAWFORD, Es
HARTFORD
in Washington they arc doing some Pushaw, Jr, were Woodbury Lermond : iwo months
quire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
New
York,
N.
Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
of London. England
Hartford,
Connecticut
County.
Rockland. Maine.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Milton
Kittredge
arc
thing instead of telling what they are and family of South Hope and Mr.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Attest
:
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
and Bonds
$3.790 583 53
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
at home from Lagrange, where they Stocks
CHARLES
L. VEAZIE. Rcslstcr.
going to do, we know that Maine will and Mrs. Wilbur Mills of Camden.
77.174
26
Real
Estate
$1,022,332
60
Real
Estate
.............
$25,390
67
Cash in Ofllcc and Bank
103 396 54 Stocks and Bonds
$2,208,925 64 Mortgage Loans
907.927 67 Stocks and Bonds .................. 3.320.496 00
Pushaw Brothers are employed in are teaching in the high school, for Agents' Balances
receive its customary proportion ol
NATIONAL
ACCIDENT
AND HEALTH
Interest and Rents
67 269 00 Cosh In Ofllc cand Bank
217.176 10 Stocks and Bonds
,35.083.810 0-1 Cash In Office and Bank
279.638 93
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILA.
the Easter recess.
Union doing carpenter work.
oanonsns Cash In Office and Bank
3.923.827 87 Agents' Balances ..................
311.482 72
the tourist money."
Agents Balances
248.206 06 Agents' Balances ....................... 2.122.645 07 Bills Receivable .......................
65 056 48
Gross
Assets
........................
$9,038
723
38
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
Mrs Fred Lawton entertained the Deduc tltcms not admitted
Mrs. Abbie Merrill is visiting rela
213.253 58 Interest and Rents ................
24.633 80 Bills Receivable ....................... 369.052 48 interest and Rents ......
14 219 86 Real Estate ............................. $44,521 00
19,268 77
and Rents ................ 277,154 73
Mortgage
Loans
139.300 00
With a broad smile on his genial tives in Bluchiil during the month of ladies' aid this week with 16 members Admitted ............................. $8,825,469 80 All other Assets ....................
All other Assets ..................... 577.047 25
Gross Assets ........................ $4,016,264 66 ! Stocks and Bonds ................. 123,118
123.118 50
present, including one new member,
features William H. Weed invaded April.
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
85.374
86
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
15.437 15
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
Gross Assets ......................... $2 718.210 37
Gross Assets
$44,283,797 71
Interest and Rents .........
3.219 65
Halsey Crotteau is in Moxie, called Miss Harriet Williams,
the editorial rooms this morning and
604 388 94
Admitted
............................ $3,930,889 80
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $230,544 00 Deduct Items not admitted .... 176.612 57 Deduct items not admitted
17.338 13
turned loose a generous quantity of', there by the serious illness of his
Roger Latty motored to Machias Unearned Premiums .............. 1.707.356 28
Admitted ........................... $43 679.408 77
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
All other Liabilities .............. 1.835.000 00
$383,621 80
Admitted
those nice pretzels manufactured by grandmother.
Monday to take the crew of the Cash
$2,541,597 80
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
„ . „
.
Capital ............................. 3.000 000 00
40.687 37
Net Unpaid Losses ..................$2,228,267 70
Unpaid Losses ................. $114,047 62
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
2.052.569
52
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1932
Mrs Elenora Ingraham who has schooner Theoline,
the National Biscuit Co, which he
Unearned Premiums
16.217.954 26 Unearned Premiums .............. 916.142 44
$342,934
43
$98,813 26 All other Liabilities
9 439 086 18 A1* other Liabilities .............. 1.059.550 00
Shirley Kelley of Oakland is one Total Liabilities and Surplus $8,825 469 80 Net Unpaid Losses
represents. A fluid, much discussed been spending the winter in Bath and
. 1932
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.065.834 61 Cash Capital ............................. 5.0004X10 00 Cash Capital ............................ 1,000 000 00
388.497 43 Surplus over all Liabilities 10 794 100 63 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 841,149 74
$36,853 44
ln the newspapers these days, is pop Epping. N. H, has returned to her of the masons working on the new Stock and Bond values approved by All other Liabilities
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 1.008,452 50
----------------------------- —
28.732 04
ularly supposed to dance attendance home for the summer. She was ac Wass garage at Southwest Harbor. National Convention of Insurance Com
15.166 69
---------------- Total Liabilities and SurTotal Liabilities and Surplus $3,930,889 80 All other Liabilities
missioners.
150,000
00
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$2,541,597
80
plus
......................................
$43,679,408
77
42-8-48
upon Mr. Pretzel, but perhaps it is companied home by her son Alton and While here he is stopping at his old
112.182 26
home
with
his
parents
Mr
and
Mrs.
Miss
Gladys
Profit
who
returned
to
keeping company with Mr. ProspeTotal Liabilities nnd Surplus $342,934 43
Jacob Kelley,
Boston Sunday.
Ity, “just around the comer."
36-8-42

Happened

JOHN A. BLACK CO.
INSURANCE

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 9—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Edith Bird.
April 12—Athletic exhibition In I. O
O. F. hall. Tenant's Harbor.
April IS—Methebesec Club guest day at
Universalist vestry.
April 18—Easter Sunday.
April 19— Patriots Day.
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented lor hospital benefit.
April 21—13 to 9301 Regular meeting
of Woman's Educational Club at O.A.R.
hail.
April 22—State contest of harmonica
bands at Portland.
April 24 -Oet-togelher of Knox Coun
ty service clubs at Temple hall.
April 27—Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W..
has housewarming ln new hall
May 1—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
May 1—Annual May ball of Veterans
of Foreign Wars at Rockland armory
May 3 (League baseball)—Thomaston
High at Rockland.
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League In Bath.
May 18—Annual roll call of Miriam
Rebekah Lodge
May 28—Opening to the public of
Montpelier ln Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor
June 25-30-Rotary International holds
its world convention ln Boston.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 8, 1933
Sunshine Society meets Monday at
A special meeting of Miriam Re
the club room.
bekah Lodge degree staff has been
called for this evening at 7.30. Im
The American Legion Auxiliary portant business.
meets Monday evening at 7.30 lor
business.
Adjutant and Mrs. F. L. Keller of
Portland will be ln charge of the
There will be a public suppsf at services at the Salvation Army Sat- [
Legion hall tonight from 5 to 7 urday night and all day Sunday.'
under the auspices of the Auxiliary, They will render special music. |
with Mrs. Bernice Jackson ln charge.
The adijutant is in charge of all the
Miss Mary Lawry of the Sargent young people's work in northern
School of Physical Education is home New England.

Page Three
ST GEORGE CIIVRCHES

Ui!illlii

Long Cove
At St. George's Church (Episco
pal), Rev. E. O. Kenyon pastor, the
services for tomorrow will be apprig Hj
priate for Palm Sunday. Vespers •
and sermon at 7 o'clock. All arc ||
welcome.
• * ♦ •
tion by the Rainbow quartet. Mr.
Ridge and Port Clyde
MacDonald will begin a series of ser
Rev. Milton R Kerr, pastor. Sun- |i
mons on the theme: "The second tri | C.iy services ln charge of the pastor |1
umphal entry of the king." This is
morning and afternoon, "Blessed are r
yet future, and the fact of it will be
the Righteous Sufferers." Evening, k
discussed first. The happy prayer
"What Did He See?” Church schools Z
and praise meeting will be held on
at the usual hours: Junior Christian :
Tuesday evening at 7.15. The Rain
Endeavor at 6. Midweek services at M
bow Hour broadcast will be Wednes
the Ridge Wednesday at 7 and at < i
day evening from 6.45 to 7.15 over
Port Clyde Thursday at 7. Everyone I
WLBZ
Is cordially Invited to these services, t i
• ♦ • •
• • • •
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church, Rev.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
and Wiley Corner
j
H. H. Marr, pastor, services for to
At the Harbor Church in the •
morrow are: Morning worship at
10.30, subject, "The tears of Jesus," morning, and the Wiley Corner
anthem by the choir, “Hosanna in the Church in the afternoon, the subject F
highest," Ashford, and solo by Mrs. of the sermon will he "The Son of i
Marianne Bullard, "Palm branches." God as the Good Shepherd." Solo, gj
Faure; Sunday school at 12; Epworth "The Palms," Faure. with harp ac- L
League at 6; evening service 7.15, companiment by Mrs. F. W. Barton, £:
subject “Treasures that are secure," Bible school meets at 11.45 The P
with music by the chorus choir, as' regular Christian Endeavor service e
sisted by the orchestra: Seth Parker will be combined with the 7 o'clock
gathering 8.15
45 Praver
meet - service, with John Reid and Miss 13
8 15 to 88.45.
Prayer meet
ing Tuesday will be at 7.15.
Margaret Reid as leaders. There |g
• • • *
will be service at 7 in the Wiley 1
Rev, George H. Welch, pastor of Corner Church and1 the pastor will 8J
the Universalist Church, has chosen speak from the subject. “Signs of B
as the topic of his Palm Sunday ser Christ's Coming Again." Mrs. Bar- y
mon for the 10 45 service, "The wav ton will sing and play "The Palms.” fi
of the Cross." The quartet will The devotional subject at each B
sing 'From Jerusalem Descending," church, Tuesday evening at the Cor- L
and Chester Wyllle, tenor will sing ner and Wednesday evening at the 3
as a solo, "Thy voice of love," both Harbor, will be "What the Bible jj
these selections being from the can Teaches About Love.” Take Bibles.
tata “Bethany,"' Rhys Herbert. Holy Week will be observed by a E
Church school will meet at noon, service each night except Saturday f
also Knickerbocker Class at the of at 7 o'clock. The subjects will be: (
fice of W. H. Glover Co. and Women's Monday, “The Plot;” Tuesday, 'The
Class at the home of Mrs. E. F. Triumphant
Entry;"
Wednesday . :
Glover. Intermediate YP.C.U. at 5 'The Feet Washing;” Thursday,
..-The Cruci_
P m. will have Eleanor Johnson as I >(The Kiss;leader. The kindgergarten cla>s will • nxion;" Easter Sunday morning,
be omitted for a few Sundays. The , -The Resurrection." All arc welcome
week's activities: Monday evening at I
these services.
7.30, an important meeting of church
____________
members to elect a clerk and tran
SWAN'S ISLAND
sact other business matters; Wednes
day. Mission Circle at the home ot
The Methodist Ladies Aid met Pri-1
Mrs H. O. Gurdy, and circle supper day afternoon of last week with Mrs.
at the vestry at 6 o'clock; Thursday Oerland Newman.
evening. 7.30. communion service and
Capt. John Kent has been confined
reception of new members.
to the house with a bad cold.
F F. Morse was in Rockland last
Persistent Tramp (successful at week on business.
last)—"Thank yer. lady. Is there
James Bridges, a native of this
anything I can do by way of return'1 place died at his home in Portland
Housewife (shortly)—"Yes—Don't." Wednesday morning. Burial will be
—Answers.
at Swan's Island.
The Sunbeam was ln the harbor
Wednesday and took Mrs. Andrew
TO SURVEY SOLON’S Watson to Bar Harbor Hospital lor
treatment.
WORK
Miss Theo Tainter returned Mon
A survey of prim ipal legislation day to Higgins Institute in Charles
enacted at the recent session ol ton.
Maine's Legislature at Augusta
n'.Il be made tomorrow by Repre
sentative Louis A Walker at the
meeting of the Knickerbocker
Teacher of Piano
Class at noon al the W. II. Glover
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
& Co. Office.
TEL. 639-W
All Men Are Invited
124‘lt

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
248 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 993

eek-l
ILSW
PECh

SERMONETTE
For Our Sakes
for the spring recess. Miss Lawry's
The first Palm Sunday Is over.
Members of Rubinstein Club b.-iving
prowess in basketball continues. She
Most of the vast concourse of
copies of the Bi-Centennial Chorus
SMALL LEAN
made the first team of the freshman
people have left, but Jesus is
Book are asked to notify Mrs. Helen
class at Sargent.
talking
to
those
who
remained.
Wentworth, president, tel. 1118.
His heart is troubled and he tells
U
Rt. Rev. Robert E. Campbell, O.H.C.. These are needed for choral practice
them
so
frankly.
He
asks,
"What
FRESH
KILLED
D.D.. Bishop of Liberia, will be for the program to be presented be
shall I say? Father save me from
preacher at St. Peter's Episcopal fore Les Camarades Musicaux of Bath
this hour; but for this cause
• I
I i
Church Sunday at the 10.30 service. early in May. Mrs. Wentworth would
came I unto this hour." In thus
appreciate
receiving
copies
of
the
BONELESS
Bishop Campbell has been heard ln
answering his own question he
Rockland on previous occasions, and operas “Martha," "Carmen”and “Sam
was faced with the alternative
son
et
Delilah"
from
former
members
his return is hailed with keen in
• i
every man and woman must avail
of
the
Wight
Philharmonic
Society,
terest
SPRING
LEG
OE
themselves
of
in
hours
of
despair,
for this same purpose. Miss Adelaide I
WEATHER
the appeal to God1. Some meet
The government steamer Gov. A. E. Cross is to act as choral conductor
Rideout's forecast this morning M. Randol, which has been over for the club and an important re- 1 the supreme hours with faith,
held out some hope that the sun hauled at the South Railway, during hearsal has been called for next Fri others without belief.
It is in such hours that faith
would find its way through the the past few weeks, had her trial trips day afternoon, directly after the pro- I
in God sustains the Jew and the
clouds. Toward night the wind will in the harbor yesterday, and will take gram.
2 PT. BASKETS
FRESH
Christian, Catholic or Protestant.
Pork Choos,, 2 lbs. 25c
diminish. This morning's barometer homq a rank card filled with A's.
Sft*R wb&tTlPS
25c
Center Cut
The divine Redeemer was no
The Rockland Lions Club which is
reading was 29.62 and rising. The She will probably leave this port Mon
?
temperature in Boston was 42; here day, and will soon be succeeded here to have a night session at Edward exception. How true it is that we
Honey Comb Tripe lb 12c
PORTLAND
40 at 8 o'clock and wind west. To by the Gen. R. N. Bachelder for a Oonia's cottage, Crescent Beach can experience no grief or suffer
Pig’s Liver, 3 lbs.
25c
next Wednesday, has been so fortu
ing or humiliation that he did
morrow probably fair. Yesterday similar overhauling.
Lamb
Chops,
lb.,
23c
nate
as
to
secure
for
guest
speaker
not
experience.
noon was 44. wind southeast. A de
He prays "Father, glorify thy
“Chummy'' Gray's departure for Rev. Orville J. Guptill. executive of
Frankforts, 2 lbs.,
25c N
cidedly wet day and evening, but
Sour Krout, 3 lbs.
25c
that is to be expected of April, and Wilkes-Barre. Penn., planned for the Maine Sea Coast Missionary So name," and a voice from heaven
after each recurrence of showers the Thursday has been postponed until ciety. Mr. Guptill Journeys up and answered. “I have both glorified
Hamburg, 2 lbs.
25c 1'
BERMUDA
grass on southern slopes is percepti the coming Thursday. Wilkes-Barre down the Maine coast winter and it. and will glorify it again."
Spare Ribs, 2 lbs.
25c
is represented in the New York and summer carrying supplies and the
Here is the reason for Christi
bly greener.
Pennsylvania Baseball League and gospel to islands and out of way anity. Let the philosophers scoff
Sunbright Cleanser
W. H. Estabrook is moving from 12 Chummy is hoping to make the places which would often have a very if they will. The supreme hours
RIPE
4 for 19c
Curdy street to Washington street. team, but wi'.h a full understanding drab existence but for the visits of come to all. Not always death,
that he must compete with some the Sunbeam. The romance of the for there are hours requiring
Brooms, each,
27c
Capt. Charles Rich left this morn pretty classy candidates.
Maine coast is not all told in books greater fortitude than to face
FLORIDA
ing for New York on business.
Ammonia,
qt.
bottles
17c
and newspapers; much of it is found death, but always if we have faith
Forty-four children .of the Boys' in the inexhaustible fund of infor we have God. Jesus said, "This
Mops, each,
23c
Robert Gregory who recently re and Girls' Service Club enjoyed an mation which men like Mr. Guptill
voice came not because of me, but
Mop
Handles,
10c
turned to Lowell Textile Institute Italian dinner Wednesday, made accumulate—all in the day's work.
for your sakes."
after spending the spring recess at possible by "left overs" in cash from
NORTHERN SPY
William A. Holman.
home has been elected president of previous contribution?, Next Wed
COUNTY SALARIES
hls fraternity, Omicrom Pl.
nesday the dinner will be furnished
At the Congregational Church to
by members of Golden God Chapter
Knox County salaries, as adjusted
Ruth Mayhew Tent is to have a with Mrs. Maud Blodgett as chair by the last Legislature, In keeping morrow Mr. Rounds will preach on
public card party Monday evening at man. Capt. Wilbur and Lieut. Anr with the economy program are:
the subject, "The Things Which Be
the home of Mrs. Susie Karl. Oak Morrison of the Salvation Army spoke
long to Peace." Sunday school at
E5BB1
Clerk of Courts, $1990.
street. There will be buffet lunch. to the ohildren at the club meeting
noon. Tne Comrades of the Way
Judge of Municipal Court. $1330.
Mrs. May Cross is chairman.
of last Saturday afternoon.
Recorder of Muncipal Court, $850. will meet in the vestry at 6.30 o'clock.
Register of Deeds, Register of Pro Devotional services will be held in
Roller polo (or roller hockey, to give
The three-act comedy. "Codfish bate and Sheriff. $1425 each.
the vestry next week on Tuesday and
It Its new high hat title I has made a Aristocracy," by Adelyn Bushnell, is
Friday evenings at 7.30.
Judge of Probate, $950.
great hit in Portland this winter. to be presented in Watts Hall. April
• • • •
County Attorney. $900.
IN OCR
And so did some of the pop bottles 24-25. under the auspices of the drum
At First Church of Christ, Scien
County Treasurer. $475.
thrown by poor losers.
corps of Winslow-Holbrook Post.
tist.
corner
of
Cedar
and
Brewster
County Commissioners, $400 each.
AL. whose members hail from vari
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
A report on principal acts of the ous parts of Knox County. Tlie cast
PALM SUNDAY
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
recent Legislature will be made at numbering 30 persons will be coached
For the Remainder of the Season
mon tomorrow will be "Are Sin, D.sI For The Courier-Gazette |
noon tomorrow at the W. H. Olover by Miss Bushnell who will also direct
ease. and Death Real?” Sunday
Zechariah, ancient prophet
In days ot history old.
& Co. office by Representative L. A. the staging and general presentation
School is at 11.46. Wednesday eve
Foreordained a new Messiah.
Walkef at the Knlckertxjcker Class. j The play is said to be one of the
And tn prophecy foretold
ning testimony meeting is at 7.30
The coming of the Savior.
All men are Invited.
j cleverest from Miss Bushnell's gifted
The reading room is located at 400
The King of Kings to be.
And wrote the message plainly
pen, and is being eagerly awaited.
Main street, and is open week days
As all who read can see:
NORTHEND ROCKLAND, ME.
Honduras despatches in the dally
"Rejoice O daughter of Zion.
from 2 until 5 p. m.
A get-together of the Third Bat
Daughter of Jerusalem behold
newspapers Thursday told ol a mil• • • •
Thy King!" though coming lowly.
lion-dollar fire at Tela, the chief fruit talion Patriarchs Militant I.OOF.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
Great wonders to unfold.
Twas writ and time In passing
port on the northern coast. Walter was held Wednesday night. Canton
Rev. E O Kenyon, rector, the serv
Brought the Christ Child to ills own.
Bay. radio operator, whose summer Molineaux worked the P. M degree on
And for a time he labored
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
And made hls humble home
home is at Ash Point, was on duty C M. Havener. George Graves, and
for Palm Sunday: Matins at 7.15, fol
Among the lowly people—
4J It is not good policy to swap horses while crossing
MUton Rollins. Brig. Oen Herman E.
For hls own received him not
there for a time.
lowed by Benediction of Palm6; Holy
As the promised true Messiah —
a
stream"—But many useful articles may be ex
McKinney of Auburn accompanied
Communion at 7.30; church school at
The old prophecy lorgot.
The flve masted schooner Marie De by two staff officers, was present
changed
through our barter column on Page Six.
9
30;
Choral
Eucharist
and
sermon
at
When Jesus with two disciples
Ronde which has been a silent but The Auxiliary served supper and
Unto Jerusalem drew nigh.
10.30. The preacher will be Rt. Rev
He sent them to the village
conspicuous figure in Rockland har worked the degree on Miss Doris
Robert E Campbell, O.HC. DD..
A colt and ass to there untie.
Obedient to the order
bor since the “bustin'" of the ship F-owley of Warren. Canton Lafayette
Bishop of Liberia. There will be a
The animals were brought.
ping business, is soon to be towed to invited the department council to hold
short retreat for men Sunday after
And straightway Jesus mounted
And the winding pathway sought.
Portland, where she will be converted a field day ln Rockland June 6-7.
noon beginning at 2.15. Stations of
A multitude before him
Into a barge The tug Tamaqua will
Spread thelr garments on the way.
the Cross and Adoration at 4 p. m .
And cut from trees green branches
E. C. Powell, So. Hope, was in town
perform escort duty.
Holy Week services: Dally celebra
To strew o'er the broad highway
this morning reporting that spring
And those who went before him.
tion
of the Holy Communion at 7 a
And those who followed on.
Edgar P. Hanson, who served as officially opened there yesterday when
m. except Good Friday; daily vespers
Sang "Hosanna ln the Highest"
To the Christ so lowly born.
mayor of Belfast ten years and who he heard the first loon of the season.
and Meditation at 4.30; Daily Stations
When wondering people questioned
put Dana's Sarsaparilla on the map, This caused a speeding up of house
And asked who this might be.
of the Cross at 7.30. Maundy Thurs
The multitude made answer:
ls dead in Miami, Fla., at the age cf cleaning, preparatory to the opening
day. all day Devotion before the
“Jesus, the propnet of Galilee.”
Mr.
ACTNA INSURANCE COMPANY
89 years. He was a spectacular figure of the Sweet Shop, April 19.
PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
U. 8. Branch of the
THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE
Blessed Sacrament Good Friday
In memory of that wondrous day.
Hartford, Conn.
COMPANY
COMPANY
in the Maine political world, as well Powell brought down a copy of the
EMPLOYERS* LIABILITY ASSURANCE
Matins at 10 o'clock; The Passion
The people now do bring
Concord, N. II.
On the 31st day of December. 1932r made
Hartford, Conn.
Palm leaves In sweet remembrance.
CORPORATION, Ltd
Union Weekly Times. We note in
to the State of Maine
as in business affairs.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Service
12
to
3
p.
m.
Holy
Saturday.
’
ASSETS DEC? 31. 1932
And loud Hosannas sing.
$58 868 50 Incorporated 1819.
Real Estate ......
$10 000 00
the "Delectable Mountain" corre
of Ixjndon, England
To thee, most loving Father,
The Lighting of the Paschal Candle
Commenced Business 1819
502.300 03
Mortgage Loans
872.500 00
Thy
children
kneel
and
pray.
21.425 76 RALPH B IVES. President
On the dean's list at Maine: Emily spondence that 'Willis Ayer is very
ASSETS
DEC
31.
1932
Stocks
and
Bonds
15.371.548
30
at
Vespers.
The
public
is
welcome
at
j
cash
in
office
and
Bank
And give praise and adoration
J R STEWART. Secretary
16.762 18
Agent* Balances
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
2
245,812
46
sick
with
slow
fever.
”
Mr.
Ayer
is
On
this
most
sacred
day
P. Pickering. Deer Isle; Cynthia H.
Capital Paid Up In Cash, $7,500,000
the
services.
758 01
Interest and Rents
Real
Estate
.......................
$4,889,120
47
Agents'
Balances
757.523
77
"Hosanna In the Highest."
Mortgage
Loans
...............
•
•
•
•
85,000
00
Bills
Receivable
16'239
03
Wasgatt, Wesley N. Wasgatt, Rock now an indispensable resident of
TO our Lord and Savior King.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 3932
Gross Assets ...................... $600 114 48
Stocks and Bonds
23.377.865 26 Interest and Rents
163.022 98
We oiler heart's true homage
Rev. L G. Perry, pastor of the Lit Deduct Items not admitted .
land. College of Arts and Sciences; Rockland, the "slowness" having quite
196.282 82 Real Estate ........................
1,651,453 75 AU other Assets .....................
60 186 61
$1,035,000 00 Cash ln Office and Bank
And loud Hosannas sing!
Agents’ Balances
90.612 76
---------------Stocks
and
Bonds
....
tlefield
Memorial
Church
will
44.157.057
05
Jerome H. Comins, Rockland. Don vanished from his system.
Elizabeth O. Marsh.
Admitted
....... ~................... $403,831 66 Cash In Office and Bank
Bills
Receivable
................
....
4.314.292
66
Gross
Assets
........................
$19
496,833
15
1.821.938 05
ald M. Sylvester. Jeffersdn, Cbllege of
preach at both services. Prayer224.494 54
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1932
Agents' Balances ...............
2.419.879 18 Interest and Rents ................. 293,924 55 Deduct items not admitted
BORN
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
observed
All
other
Assets
...................
.
512.967
41
•
---------------$4,710 61 Accrued Interest .............. .... 166.372 77
Technology; George S Cunningham.
HILT—At East Union. April 8. to Mr and meeting at 10 a. m.. precedes the 1030
----------------Admitted Assets ............. $19,272,338 61
161 498 19 Bills Receivable ..............
56,0*7 86
Mrs. Benjamin Hilt, a son
Whitefield. School of Education; Oer- annual roll call Thursday night, ln
12.761 27 Other Admitted Assets ....
preaching service; the subject of the All other Liabilities
Gross Assets .................. .. $35,215,236 86
LIABJLITIE8 DEC 31. 1932
30.128 72
00
response
to
the
name
of
Mrs
Clara
110.650
SPOFFORD At Knox Hospital. Rock morning sermon being “The victori
Deduct Items not admitted . 590.292 77 Net Unpaid Losses
$856,802 83
ald Beverage, North Haven; Graham
114.211 59
Surplus over all Liabilities
land. April 2. to Mr and Mrs Arthur
---------------Unearned
Premiums
5.698.407 62
Total
Assets
..................
$49,686,423
63
Green, an Interesting letter frem her
Spofford of Stonington, a son.
Admitted
...................... $34,624.944 09 All other Liabilities
2 281 688 22
M. Hills, Rockland.
ous church.” The choir will sing the
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
1403.831
60
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1932
was read. Mrs. Oreen. whose heme
Cash Capital ................
2 000 000 00
anthem,
“
Blessed
be
the
King,
”
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1932
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
8,435
439 94
DIED
A LONDON A GLOBE Net Unpaid Losses .............. $2,409,245 24
Evening classes at Rockland Com is on Bunker street, is the Corps' HOFFSES At Waldoboro, April 3. Calvin Walter A. Shawker. Junior church THE LIVERPOOL
Unearned Premiums .......... 18,460.826 18 Net Unpaid Losses .......... $16,331,484 00 Total Liabilities and SurINSURANCE
CO.,
Ltd.
Reserve for Dividends .......
375.000 00 Unearned Premiums .
9.175.052 05
plus
T. HofTses. aged 68 years.
mercial College will be omitted dur oldest member, now ln her 90th year.
New York, N. Y.
at 10.30 will be held in the vestry;
$19,272,338 Cl
All other Liabilities
745.000 00 An other Liabilities ............... 1.721 460 9.5 —----------------------ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
ing the absence of Mrs. Lena K. Sar She is also the oldest charier num BLAKE—At Appleton. April 6, Mrs Sunday school at 11.45 with everyContingency Reserve .........
5.893.053 00 statutory Deposit ................... 350.000 00
Charles
Blake,
aged
92
years.
Real
Estate
..............................
$649
866
87
QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
..................................................
7,500.000 00 Contingency Reserve
1.000 000 00
gent, principal, next week. Day school ber. and while she has never served bridges At Portland. April 5. James body welcome; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 led Mortgage Loans ..................... 344.253 72 Capital
COMPANY
Surplus over all Liabilities
14.303.299 21 Surplus over all Liabilities
6 046 947 09
........... 15.430.025 57
Quincy, Massachusetts
Bridge*, interment at swan'* island, j „ MUs Genevieve Gray. Evening Stocks and Bonds
classes will be in charge of Mrs. Ethel as president, Mrs. Green was the first
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
.....
2.109.711
02
Aggregate. Including Capital
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Total Liabilities and 8urGriffin, who with the benefit of sev past president, serving in that
and Surplus ..................
$49,686:423 63
Emily Stevenson Robbins, aged 78 j service at 7.15 will have for the scr- Agenta' Balances ..................... 1,723.270 03
Estate .............................. $165,967 79
plus
................. .............. $34,624,944 09
Receivable ........................
13.383 82 Surplus for Policy-Holders. $21,803 299 21
Mortgage Loans .......................
2.969 70
years
Interment at London Park mon subject, "That great day of the Bills
eral years of teaching in the public capacity at the first meeting after
Interest and Rents ................. 166 838 74 Losses Paid ln 114 Years. 356.401.300 83
• The National Convention of Insur- Stocks and Bonds
2,046.118 00
cemetery Balttmorc. Md.
All other Assets ....................... 163,490 23
schools in Miami, ls well fitted to organization. Out of town members
ance
Commissioners
’
valuations
have
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
31,172
23
Lord."
Miss
Blanche
Oray
will
be
— At South Thomaston.
answering to roll call were Mrs. WATERMAN
heen used to determine the market value Agents' Balances
89.078 73
carry on the work.
April 7. Miss Marla K Waterman, the soloist.
Gross Assets .......................$20,600,840 00
Prayer
meeting
on
Interest
and
Rents
..............
.
of
securities.
22,995
44
sued 83 years. 10 days.
Funeral
Carrie Chapman of Brstoii and Mrs
Deduct Items not admitted .... 776,916 21 Statement December 31, 1932 to Con
necticut Insurance Department
Sunday nt 2 o'clock (rom the residence Tuesday evening is at 7.30. Wednes
Gross
Assets
......................
Winifred Butler of Portland. Two
$2,358,301 89
ot Harry L. Waterman. Waterman's
Admitted
.......................... $19,823,923 79 NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF
day evening the Ladies' Aid will en
Beach
new members were initiated—Mrs.
THE COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Admitted
$2 358.301 89
HARTFORD
joy a picnic supper ln the vestry. Net Unpaid Losses
$1.093 762 55
LIABILITIES DEC. 3 1932
CO. OF NEW YORK
Heier. G. Perry and Mrs. Doris R
Unearned Premiums ............. 9.551.558 09
Net Unpaid Losses
ASSETS
$25,880 11
Bible
study
on
Friday
evening
as
150 William Street, New York, N. Y.
Arnea. The entertainrniT.t program
•All other Liabilities
3.825 123 63
Unearned Premiums ......
740 358 45
............ $35,658,386 61
Capital (Deposit) ................... 400.000 00 Bonds and Stocks
All
other
Liabilities
usual.
April
18
this
church
starts
14.225 03
leatured readings a/ 'Jir: Rebecca
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
893.252 71
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 4,953.479 52 Mortgage I«oans .......
Surplus over all Liabilities
1.577.838 30
revival services under the direction
Interest Accrued ...... 277.154
73
Ingraham,
Mrs.
Nellie
Higgins
on
Real Estate Unencumbered
949 044 46 Stocks and Bonds
You remember you bought sugar.
Liabilities and Sur
89
of Homer Orimes and Carl Fredrick- Total
181.105 47
plus
........
$19.823 923 79 Cash on Hand and InBanks 3.923 827 87 Cash In Office and Bank
In only one store on Sugar Cards, "Grand Army Day," Mrs. Eliza Plum
421.158 56
Cash
In
Hands
of
Agents
.
1.977,742
39 Agents’ Balances
* Includes Contingency Reserve of
i son.
and got it regularly. You also re mer on "Anniversary of the Founding
----------------Bills Receivable ................. .
9 724 58 FIDELITY - PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE
$2,974,156.19.
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
member you bought at the same of the G.A.R.” and Mrs. Velma
75.339 82
Total Assets ........................ $43,679,408 77 Interest and Rents .............
80 Maiden Lane, New York
All
other
Assets
....................
2.942 38
store Raking Cream. That was Marsh; and a vocal duet by Mrs. Ida
The subject of the sermon at the THE LONDON A LANCASHIRE INSUR
LIABILITIES
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
ANCE CO., Ltd.
The Wight Company.
Gross
Assets
.......................
$6,802.069
56
Real
Estate
$1,738,160 71
First
Baptist
Church
on
Sunday
of London, England
Capital Stock ........................... $5,000,000 00
Now they are preparing It again. Huntley and Mrs. Marsh. Housekeep
74.304
39
Stocks
and
Bonds..........
61.420.734 00
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
...
Reserve for Unearned Premi
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
morning
will
be:
"The
first
trium

ers
were
Mrs.
Ida
Huntley
and
Mrs.
___________
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
.
1,768,874 14
You remember that it made bettr
ums
16.217.954 26
'TYvo
cina i Stocks and Bonds
$6,460,515 18
2.012.249 11
Admitted
........................... $6,727,765 17 Agents' Balances
phant entry.
The chair will sing
Cagh |n Office and Bank
sob 448 51 Reser\e for Losses ................. 2.228,267 70
biscuits and more moist cake, than Adelma Mullen. Those for next
Bills Receivable ..................... 697.194 04
.847 64 Reserve for Taxes and other
any Cream of Tartar, made any week will be Mrs. Elizabeth Barton.
“From Jerusalem Descending," Herb Agents’ Balances .................
1932
Interest
and
Rents
................
149 802 18
LIABILITIES
DEC
31
Expenses ................................ 939,468 57
Bills Receivable .................
839 62
SIMON K. HART
where.
ert. There will be a duet, “Palm Interest and Rents ....
76.679 99 Reserve for Dividends
250,000 00 Npt Unpald Losseg ......
Mrs. Bertha Everett and Mrs. Ella
1336.651 00
OrOM Assets ....................... $67,786 814 28
MONUMENTS
All other Assets ...................
49.124 40 •Reserve for Contingencies
You ran buy It at Perry’s or ask
Unearned Premiums .............. 2,303.311 61 Deduct Items not admitted .... 544.638 62
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rorkland Branches," Faure. The church school
(Special)
6.549.617 61 ♦Reserve for Depreciation ln
your groerr to get it for you, or Flyc.
----------------------Reserve
for
Contingencies
with classes for all ages will meet at Gross Assets ...............
$8,205,455 34
42-3-tf
Securities
.......................... 377.26593
Admitted
........
$67,242,175 6C
rail 1005-M and it will be delivered
(General) ............................ 1.700.000 00 All other Liabilities .............
Deduct items not admitted
409,986 03
137
699
oo
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1932
the
noon
hour.
A
good
place
to
spend
A
civilized
man
is
one
who
prefers
i
to you at your home if tn this city,
Net Surplus ............................... 10.794,100 63 Cash Capital
.......... 1.000.000 (X) Net Unpaid Losses
$2,612,628 58
an hour is in the Endeavor meeting I Admitted ............................ $7,795,469 31
within 24 hours.
to see a thing made rather than to
Surplus over allLiabilities.... 2.572.837
63 Unearned Premiums
18.045.761 09
$43,670,408 77
Arcturus Tubes which meets at 6 o’clock. The peo----------------- All other Liabilities ............... 30.268,443 43
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Packed in '-lb. and pounds only. see it destroyed.—Sir William Bragg Radio Repairing
Surplus available for protection of Total Liabilities andSurplus $6,727,765 17 Cash Capital ............................. 3.464.824 84
, Net Unpaid Losses ................. $317,437 00
Policyholders.
$17,494.100
63
Surplus over all Liabilities ....12.850.517 72
ple’9 evening service will open at 7.15 Unearned Premiums .
3.486,696 22
LEROY R. WHITTEN
FRED W. WIGHT CO.
• Special reserve is the difference be• Note—This reserve ls the difference
An otherover
Abilities
. 816.737 oo
If cutting down your automobile in Graduate of National Radio Institute with prelude and the big sing, as- Surplus
all Liabilities . .. 3.174.598 49 tween the Convention Values and the between the Convention Values and the Total Liabilities and SurMaker*: of
----------------- Actual Market Values as of December Actual Market Values as of December
plus ...................................... $67,242,175 66
Washington, D. C.
sisted by the organ and piano. The
surance is of Interest to you, phone
WIGHTS BAKING CREAM
Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,795,469 31 31. 1932.
31. 1932.
42-S-48
Absolutely Pure
choir
will
sing.
“
The
prodigal
and,
the
1060-J; Maurice F. lovejoy, Masonic THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. 150-11
38*40
song," Wilson. There will be a selecTemple, Rockland.
27-3-tf
P

PORK ROAST, pound,

lie

FOWL, pound,

23c

POT ROAST, pound,

15c

LAMB, pound,

19c

LAMB FORES, pound,

10c

Cukes, 2 for

29c

Cauliflower, lb., 10c

Onions, 3 lbs.,

25c

Tomatoes, 2 lbs., 25c

Grapefruit, 5 for 25c

Oranges,
Med. 27c, Lge. 33c Apples, peck,
WARD’S BREAD, loaf,

5c

GREAT BARGAINS

WALL PAPERS AND PAINTS

C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store

Mabel H. Holbrook

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS
INSURANCE

You Remember
The World War

25c

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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winner, his plays receiving 216 votes
in a plebiscite speoiallv taken to ftnd
the favorite works of playgoers.
Galsworthy was second with 193. and
G Bernard Shaw an indifferent third
&
with a score of "8. Frederick Lons
dale, William Somerset Maugham and
Noel Coward came next in order, the
Ift'
latter obtaining 41 votes. The most
popular single play was Barries
“Mary Rose." for which 55 people
voted, followed by John Masefield's
translation of the Norwegian play
"The Witch." which had two votes
less.
The voting covered a wide field,
ranging from the drama of Great
Britain to that of America and the
Order a plentiful supply of gladi-1
ConUnent o( Europe Moreover, the
olus bulbs. You will need more than
plebiscite reached all sorts of people, you think when it comes to cutting!
for the plays voted for included such them next summer. Six stalks make
widely different kinds of dramatic
only one bouquet.
art as the “Frogs" of Aristophanes.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
“The Silver King" and "East Lynne '
In
cold
snaps
when the windows'
while Shakespeare. Eugene O'Neill.
frost over, a double thickness of news- ]
Tchekov. Pirandello and A. A. Milne
were not forgotten. It is surely sig paper between the sash and the seed 1
nificant that Sir James Barrie and boxes will be a good protection and
Galsworthy should -have so easily may save loss of plants.
>
4> 4>
beaten all other competitors. The
modern world is frequently said to
Where a hotbed Is impracticable, a
be cynical, hard boiled and disillu cold frame makes an excellent substi
sioned
But disillusioned, hard- tute. one of its chief values being as
boiled and cynical people do not! a piaCe into which to transplant from
choose Barrie as their favorite dra seedboxes started in the house.
matist—nor. for that matter, Gals
• ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
worthy. although he is not, like Sir
Nothing makes a neater and more
James, a romantic.
compact miniature hedge for edging
than dwarf signata pumila marigolds.
"The Eyes of Love" by Warwick
444 4
Deeping iMcBrtdei is being trans
Garden
plans
should be finished by
lated into Braille for the blind. As
usual with books by Mr. Deeping, this time to furnish the basis for the
this novel has been reported as a best seed order. Draw them to scale.
seller in several sections of the coun Garden advisors always say you
try. and heads the latest best seller ought to draw plans. Do it just once
list of Baker * Taylor, for the entire for the experience.

ANNABELL
ANNUAL

Arthur Kallet and F J. Schlink
have written a practical book called
22
21
□ 20
100.000,000 Guinea Pigs — which
T"
1 17
2"i>
2b
seems a very strange title until we
24
read it. Then all is clear—we are the
il
33
Si
28
29 ii
Guinea Pigs being experimented upon
j by manufacturers of everything from
37
3b
33
34
' mouth wash to cold creams. And
j there are 100,000.000 of us in the
Ml
•ft 43
39
United States. This book presents
' statements regarding drugs, cos47
Mb
44
45
■ metics, food products, and patent
W
I medicines which claim to do things
50
51
52
4b 49
. they not only are unable to do, but
5/
5b
54
55
53
1 are in many cases actually harmful.
W
J the authors say.
bO
bl bl
58
59
• • • •
Just published — "Romantic arid
b7
b4
65 bb
j H.storic Maine" by A. Hyatt Verrill.
i When one finishes reading this book.
70
w
It
' one agrees heartily with Mr. Verrill
73
' that no state ln the Union has a more
72
71
i romantic and colorful history than
Maine. Why not start a Maine
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
library—poetry, fiction, non-fiction,
10- Town in N. Italy
53- Skill
1-Satiafy
history, romance, folk lore—all about
54- A beverage
11- To drill
5-A tree
56- Mineral spring
12- Each
10-First man
Maine.
13- Repaired
14- English street car 57- Weight (abbr.)
• • • •
18-A bristle
58- Shivered
15- Combining form.
Loring.
Short
& Harmon of Port
60-River embankment 22- One
Dead body
land. have for distribution a small
23- New name of
63- To make dirty
16- Seep (Prov.)
Christiania
64- A former Balkan
treatise on books that tell you how to
17- Pertaining to art
25-Dropsy
kingdom
19- A range of
plan your garden, to select flowers
29- Amuses
68- An eagle
mountains in
and plants, to control colors and
30- Spend
69- A medicinal drug
W. China
blooms, to raise vegetables, to care for
31- Plants
70- Toad (Scot.)
20- Natural fat
21-Watered by a sluice 71-Suffix of feminine 33-A lever for the foot
trees, etc. It may be had for the
3C-Breaks suddenly
nouns (Fr.)
23- Bone (Lat.)
I asking
72- The true skin (pi.) -'.0-Small drops
24- Part of the foot
• • • •
42- Replied
73- lnequalities
26- Even (Poet.)
A Chinese library known as the
43Final
27- Freeze
1 Fung Ping Shan Library, was recent
45-Antho'ogy (abbr.)
28- Petty ship officer
VERTICAL
48- Past the prime
ly opened at the Hong Kong Univer- country.
<pl)
• • • •
49- Defensive covering,
32-Sagged
1 slty by the Governor. Sir William
1- Stamped (abbr.)
as of mail (pi.)
In tlie list of dollar books now pro
34- Girl’s name
Peel. The library is the gift of a
2- One who arrests
50- Abounded
35- Looks
curable are noted: Minute Stories of
E2-Taken, a contraction 1 Chinese benefactor, to enable the
3- Makes lace
37-Combining form.
the Opera by Paul Grabbe and Paul
4Discharge
(Scot.)
Far
University of Hong Kong to become
Nordoff: Cavalcade by Noel Coward;
38- Worthless leavings 5-Directed upward as. 55-Worship
the
chief
center
ln
South
China
for
nostril feathers
59-Sly (Scot.)
Comedies by Oscar Wilde: Up the
39- Amend
the collection and preservation of an
61- Refuse approvsl to
(Biol.)
41-A compass
Years from Bloomsbury, the auto
6Hawaiian
garland
62lnterjeetion
cient
Chinese
literature
and
classics,
44-Greek letter
biography of George Arliss; The
65New
Greek
(abbr.)
7Seven
hundred
46- A Hebrew month
and to encourage in the Chinese
Story of the Bible, by Hendrik Van
(Roman)
66- Boy's name (Short)
47- Girl's name
community the study of the language
67- An aphetic form of
8- Rub out
48- A father
Loon: India—Land of the Black
and tradition of their motherland.
9- Moved with rotation
God's
51-Free from stain
Pagoda, bj' Lowell Thomas.
Sir William Hornell, vice-chancellor
• • • •
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
of the university, declared that the
The
birds
are
thronging through
ORFF'S CORNER
library was a storehouse of Chinese the woods with the coming of spring
tradition and ideas—modern as well Thornton W Burgess' "Birds Ycu
The next meeting of the Farm Bu
as ancient, dynamic as well as static— Should Know" least of the Missis
reau will be held April 13 at the Com
a storehouse which should be open sippi i is out just in time to do the
munity House in charge of Mrs. Lida
I Creamer, home management proiect for all time to all those who wish to , me .t inttrettlng field work of the
consult its accumulated wisdom — year. It contains illustrations of over
leader. The subject is “Storage
Christian Science Monitor.
200 birds by Louis Agassiz Fuertes, in
Spaces In the Kitchen" and anyone
! full color.
. interested is cordially invited to atThe book of essays "Say It Again."
i tend.
recently published by Miss Persis
As we ur.dtrstand It. the average
Happy Workers 4-H Club met at the Vose of Portland, has been tran
home of the leader Mrs. Ada Elwell scribed into Braille by the Red Cross citizen has now been quite thorough
Saturday afternoon for Its ninth Society of Newark. N. J., the work be ly converted to the view that prices
S P U R|
e: S’a
meeting, with 11 present. The cook-' ing done under the direction of Mrs ought to advance sharply on every
ing-housekeeping girls studied the W. V. Taylor, a summer resident at ' thing he doesn't have to buy.—Boston
Herald.
table of weights and measures used Sebago
STRAND THEATRE
in cooking and made fudge for reYou'll laugh so heartily that you'll • fret hments. Esther Light and MilSince Rose Franklin dissected an
Trim Tailored Ensemble
cry when you see "They Just Had to ' dred Elwell doing the cooking. Sev- average American family for the
'
eral
nice
articles
in
the
sewing
proeducation of Broadway Theatre audi
Get Married." the funniest motion
ject were brought for inspection ences in her play "Another Lan
picture in years, which comer Mon
Guessing games by the assistant lead
day and Tuesday with its two leading er Miss Eleanor Achorn furnished guage," there has been something •
like a score of others who have as
roles played by the screen's great recreation. The next meeting will be
pired to the same ambition. Daniel
est man-and-woman comedy team— April 8 when Miss Clark will be pres Kusell is the latest with his comedy
Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pit’s. ent for the judging contest. She will 'The Party's Over" He presents a
Here is a picture which runs the also meet the Boys' Club on the same poignant picture of a smug pre-de
afternoon at 4 o'clock for their judg pression family, who. fat with com
whole gamut of comedy, from biting
ing contest.
fortable prosperity, has fallen back
satire to riotous farce, with a fast
Percy Ludwig and Alfred Jackson into a parasitical rut. The author
pace which at times will have you were in Gardiner recently and called has written this vignette of American
literally holding onto the arms of on Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter
life with a great deal of charm, a tol
Kenneth Elwell visited his brother erant understanding and a fortunate
your seat, thrilling with, dangerous
Percy Elwell in Unity last Saturday. sense of humor.
' xploits at the same time you are
School began Monday with Miss
• • • •
shrieking with laughter. “They Jusl
Elizabeth Weston as teacher.
Again
quoting
from the Monitor: I
Had to Get Married" is a comedy
Sir
James
Barrie
was recently se
classic. The cast appearing in sup
lected as the favorite dramatist of the
port of Summerville and Miss Pitts
Includes Roland Young, V»rree Teas
BETTY BARCLAY’S patrons of the Liverpool Playhouse,
the oldest repertory theatre in Great
dale, Fifi DOrsay and many other
Britain. Sir James proved an easy
HELPFUL
HINTS
popular screen players—adv.

OUR JUNIOR PLZZLE

PILES
And other rectal diseases

Treated Without Pain
or Loss of Time

DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 10*6
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
127Stf

0
THE ROOSEVELT SALAD
LONG with the new administra
tion of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt has come the new Roose
velt Salad, which promises to attain
great popularity this spring and
summer. Named In honor of the
new President, the Roosevelt Salad
was first Introduced on his inaugura
tion day in the United States Senate
Restaurant in the Capitol at Wash
ington by Chef George Baumgart
ner.
Within a week after its introduc
tion to the inaugural crowds at
Washington, the new Roosevelt
Salad had appeared on the menus
of prominent hotels and restaurants
throughout the country, especially
In New York, Atlantic City, Cleve
land and Chicago, and had met with
popular favor. The ingredients are
vegetables commonly grown in all
parts of the country, making the
L
new salad as inexpensive as it has
been found to be wholesome and
A PRESENT EOR DADDY
delicious. Following is Chef Baum
gartner's recipe for:
Anna has a big bundle under
Roosevelt Salad
her arm. She has just been shop
1 cup chopped
% cup green pep- ping. “It's a present for Daddy!”
celery
pers
she explains. “And I ant sure
I cup shredded 1 cup mayonnaise
he is going to like it a whole
white and 1 cup diced carlot!” , If you want to see what
red cabbage
rots
Anna has bought for her Daddy,
1 cup French peas
Thoroughly mix the above Ingre take a pencil and join alk. the
numbered dots together, starting
dients and serve on crisp lettuce.
with dot number one and ending
(This amount serves an ordinary
family.)
with dot number twenty-six.

3» M i.ev I'lnt I axhutnt
WATELLA a tit-u. rayon crepe
matelasse ii. chevron pattern
la the material ueeil (or the trim,
tailored blouse shown above, worn
with a soft woolen s;K)tl suit having
a finger tip lackel The wb/e ac
cessories. the hat and handbag, are
of the same matching material as
the blouse and help to create a very
delightful Spring ensemble.

‘ 4- * ♦ 4-

Try some of the dwarf dahlias as
annuals They grow as easily as as
ters or zinnias.
<4 < >

Try some of the South African dai
sies. dimorphotheca. arctotls. venidium. All are of attractive colorings
and grow well in hotter and dryer
situations than most. There are some
striking orange tones among them.
4> * ♦ *

A sieve is a necessity in flower seed
sowing The soil should be sifted for
seed boxes and it is best sifted over
seeds when planted in the open
ground.

BIG SEARCHLIGHTS
TO BE TRIED OUT
Designed to Detect and Illum
inate Aerial Target*.

Washington.—Considerable Inter
est Is being taken In the searchlight
equipment which will be operated at
Fort Knox during the air exercises
to be held ln May. Three anti-air
craft artillery regiments will arrive
at Knox early in May.
An anti-aircraft artillery regiment
Is composed of a headquarters bat
tery, a gun battalion, and a machinegun battalion.
The gun battalion Includes a head
quarters battery and combat train,
a searchlight battery, and three 3inch anti-aircraft gun batteries of
four guns each.
The searchlight battery Is the
largest unit of the anti-aircraft regi
ment. It Includes three platoons of
five lights each, with six additional
lights In reserve. Its purpose is to
discover and Illuminate aerial tar
gets at night Io order that the guns
may open fire on the target Each
platoon consists ot five searchlight
sections and the section consists of
a searchlight and Its power plant, a
sound locator and corrector, and a
comparator or distant electric con
troller by which the direction ln
which the searchlight beams point
may be made parallel to the source
of sound as Indicated by the sound
locator.
As usually operated In the field,
the sound locator searches the at
mosphere ln a certain sector to de
tect the sound of airplanes. When
such sound Is heard the operators
center the source of sound, which
they can do within about three de
grees of arc. snd a correction Is ap
plied for sound lag. As the sound
locator continues following the tar
get the searchlight is turned by
means of the distant electric con
troller to the direction of the airplaue. as shown on the dials of the
comparator and. when It Is Judged
that the plane Is within range of
the searchlight, power Is turned oa
and the searchlight beam should be
directed toward the airplane.
The searchlight Is an electric arc
light of 800,000,000 candlepower at
the focus of a parabolic mirror 60
Inches In diameter.
With the average airplane as a
target It Is generally conceded that
a searchlight can pick up the target
st an average range of two miles,
but once the target Is In the beam
of light It can be seen for about six
miles' range.

Since 1840 this firm has faith’”'1'’
served thelamillesof Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

Ixocutlv* Office

HOTEL MANGER
NORTH STATION. BOSTON

Pleat* tend----- Recognition Cards

for use by friends and myself. No
obligation.

NameStreetClSy -

Traveling Around America
■br

Soft Tire* on Motor*
Cause Wastage of Gas

Ames, Iowa. — Gasoline mileage
has a direct ratio to tire Inflation.
Ray G. Paustlan of the Iowa state
highway commission has discovered
after three months of research.
♦ ♦ ♦♦
Soft tires mean wasted gas. Faus
All perennials and hardy annual., tian says. Ills tests show that for
can be sown on the frozen ground If every ten pounds the tire Is allowed
it is desired to get an early start. Sow to drop below Its Dormal pressure
all kinds of poppy seed. Iceland pop an 8 per cent decrease In mileage Is
pies scattered now will give plants to obtained from gasoline.
The experiments also showed that
bloom next fall up to freezing weather the tire diameter increased one-half
and furnish beautiful cutting mate- Inch as the speed of the car varied
l rial.
from zero to 00 miles per hour. On
the cars used ln the experiment,
• ♦ ♦ A
You can sow poppy, larkspur and there were seven fewer revolutions
of the wheel per mile at 60 miles
bachelor buttons seed any day the per hour than there were at five
! snow is off the ground with good re miles per hour.
sults.
4 ♦ ♦♦

You will want for cutting calendu
las. cornflowers, larkspurs, and baby's
breath. Order a plentiful quantity of
seed.

Scientific Expedition
to Hunt White Indian*

New York.—A new attempt to lo
cate pig-headed white pigmy Indlans, reputed to live ln an unex
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
plored section of Brazil, has been
begun by Brooklyn mnseum scl
Try sweet sultans for cut flowers
j They are full brothers to the corn entist* headed by Desmond “Bud"
flower or bachelors button, but much Holdridge, It was announced by Lee
Trenholm, New York manager ol
handsomer. You will need to plant a the expedition, on receipt of a lettei
succession, as their blooming season from the expedition's base In Brazil
is short.
Two searches of the Sierra Parima
Jungles have failed to And any
♦♦♦♦
traces of the legendary tribe, al
While the weather checks many an though the vicinity of the Gatrlambitious plan to get sweet peas many rivers has been searched. The
planted on St. Patrick's Day. accord new attempt will be along the
ing to traditional formula, they can Demini river.
Trenholm said maps had been
just as well be started indoors and
| transplanted and will probably give found almost worthless by the ex
better vines ln consequence. They plorers.
transplant readily.

Photo by Grace Lute

i1

OFF TO MARKET

OU or I would find carrying a load

deftly on the top of the head, the re

thia Guatemalan “cargadero" doesn't
seem to mind.
At San Josd, one of the Central
American ports ’ouched by ships en
route between New York and Califor
nia. the visitor is amazed to see na
tives carrying gr«at loads to market
with marvelous grace and apparent
ease They cover great distances—
anywhere from 15 tc 100 miles
Just before market day. the roads
are dotted with Indians wending their
way to market -striding on tireless
legs, arms swinging rhythmically,
their great Durdens towering shove
their shoulders. Many of these loads
—a pile of pottery, e cargo of maize,
fruits, baskets, or cloth—are balanced

the Indians unload the wares from
their shoulders. They sit against the
walls of the market buildings or
alongside the curb, thelr merchandise
spread out before them.
The market contains an Immense
number ot novelties of Interest to
tourists Quaint Indian pottery, handwoven cottons in gay colors, bright
shawls or serapet, baskets, hats, in
and outside the market walls, vie for
attention with pile* of blue-looking
“frijoles" or beans, exotic fruits and
fish. Here and there In the market
place one spies natives squatting near
small charcoal braziers and cooking
meals in a limited space that would
make an American housewife throw
up he. hands in amazemenL

pottery to market on our backs sult of centuries ot practice.
Yaofticklish
If not impossible task, but At the "mercado" or public market,

Xz t/ve cente/i 0/

UrW YOAKfaettvety
It s a pleasant feeling to know that from
your New York hotel, ALL the City's most
interesting places can be reached quickly
It is equally pleasant to have a cheerful,
luxurious room at the modest cost of
*3 • day single; *4 double
RESTAURANT - TAVERN GRILL - CAFETERfA
e Dinner 8)c end fl.00

Luncheon \rom We

DINNER DANCING

Tweed Finish Handbag

New Yorle-Parie baeheowt

RADIO IN EYERY ROOM

The new Frigidaire, just announced to the public, embodies new
principles of refrigeration and operating economy; priced as low as
$96.00. General Manager John S. Pfeil is shown standing beside one
of the new all-porcelain, super scries models.

» <4 « *

Get in bags of plant food to be ready
for fast work when the season opens.
Shredded cow manure Is becoming a
standard in lieu of the old-time stable
manure. It is clean and easy to
handle.

A
FEMBALMING 4
4CT0R AMBUIANCS

The New Frigidaire

gOFT. flexible and glove-ltke 1*
this new spring band bag which
Is decidedly smart for the season’s
tailored suit mode. Fabrtkotd, re
sembling tweed. In the new vagasbondlsh flat envelope style ta need.
The back strap handle to ln a soft
t>atent finish of the same material
and continues around the front la
neat band trim with button closing.
This meets the practical demand*
of the mode ln that It 1a not only
sturdy and not easily scuffed but
also that it cleans easily with soap
and water. It Is to be had In black
and the other favored colors.

NO COVER CHARGE

“Electric” Palate to
Give Dope on Food
New York.—An electrynx, or
“electric palate," that tastes and
gives readings of the acidity, or
juice character and also indicates
the ripeness of apples, oranges,
lemons, and other fruits and
vegetables, together with the re
cording of the acid contents of
tea and coffee, has been devel
oped by R. C. Hitchcock, elec
tronic engineer. It was demon
strated for the first time here re
cently.
This latest scientific achieve
ment Is so sensitive that it
records the action of one-milllonth of an ampere, or about
one-tenth the “wing power" of
an ordinary horse fly and la 100
per cent more sensitive than any
of Ita type now on the market.
Previous recording meters of
this sensitivity were expensive
and not readily portable. The
electrynx was prlinarlly designed
for the measuring of the minute
currents that flow In photo-elec
tric tube circuits.

44*k*«4S*k STREET — Itk AVENUE-NEW YORK
“A RELIANCE HOTEL"

J**» T. Wnl. Mmep,

We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

Laested on BeacoiFM Next to the

9mm

House.

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

MODERN

WOMEN

NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ches-ters Diamond brand Pills are effective,
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold by>
all druggists for over 45 years. Ashfot—j

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

\(H) up; with bath, ^.00 up

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

Every-Other-Day
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OUR STANDARD OF LIVING
Thousands of years ago men and wo
men dwelt in caves. The women and
children huddled together while the
men went out with spear and hatchet
to secure that primal want of all man
kind—FOOD.
This food was the raw flesh of wild
animals: clothing, wild animals’ skins.
Comfort, as we know it, was then un
known. Safety for self and family was
dependent upon the skill to kill.

kind of work that leaves the worker
with enough leisure for recuperation
and recreation—time to partake of the
joy of living.
Working conditions are better than in any
other country. Not only are working condi
tions better and hours of labor shorter, but
most important of all, our workers enjoy an
opportunity to earn sufficient income to meet
the cost of the highest standards of living
in all human history.
t

The only law was the law of might.
The strong survived—the weak and sick
perished.

Gradually, through the ages, man’s
standard of living improved, until today
the standard of living the world over is
higher than any time since the dawn of
history and people of the United States
have more of the comforts and luxuries
of living than the people of any other
country.

We, of the United States, are blessed
with greater prosperity, greater pleas
ure, luxury and more conveniences
than any other group of people in the
history of mankind.
’it A

America abounds with opportunity
for study, safe and healthful work—the

During the last score of years the income
of the average family has more than doubled.
This has resulted in allowing most of us to
enjoy comforts and pleasures that our
fathers could but dream of.

I
But there are still those among us who
have failed to prosper in like proportion.
There are families whose annual income is
below that necessary to properly raise their
children—our future citizens. It is our duty
to our community to furnish these wage
earners with the standards of living. General
employment at high wages is the heart of
our prosperity.
One method of creating this opportunity
of service to others is to foster home indus
try—promote our community’s welfare—en
joy the highest standard of living possible to
each one of us individually.

THOMASTON
Master Ralph Copeland of Friend- I
thip Is spending the week with Mrs.
Aletha Thompson.
I
Claremont Commandery, K. T. ot
Rockland will attend the Baptist
Church in a body Easter morning.
The Rockland City Band will accom
pany them and have part in the pro
gram. The pastor, Rev. H. S. Kilfcom
MrbeandC MrTwilllam Feyler. who I

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO

WEST ROCKPORT

Mrs May Wclt has returned from
The Tu€sda>' cJb met th“ *'eek
Auburn where she passed the win- witb Mrs Leman
ter.
day the meetlng W‘“ ** W“h M1S5eS
Bernice and Grace Parker.
Thirty members of King Solomon s j Waiter wheeler was operated on
! edge. F.A.M.. attended a meeting of
Knox Hospital Tuesday morning
the Masonic Lodge in Friendship fQr g flgtu,a Hp ,s gaining ^5^.
Monday evening. Degrees were con- torlly Mrs wheeler and son Stanferred.
ley are jn camden with Mr. Wheeler's
An all-day session of the Meenahga : parents
Scwing Club was held in Orangc hal1 i Miss Grace Parker spent Tuesday

APPLETON

TENANT’S HARBOR

RIDGE

March 31 a baby son arrived to!
make his home with Mr and Mrs.
Aubrey L. Fuller, and has been
named James Aubrey. Mrs Myrtle
Watts of Union is caring for the
mother and child.
James Morse and son Elliot of
Weymouth, Mass., were callers Sat
urday at Austin Towle's.
Miss Chrystal L. Stanley was over
night guest of Miss Eulalia Fish Sun
day.
The selectmen are busy this week
taking valuation.
A bee is being held to fill in the
bad places, making the roads more
,. muddy
nearly_______
passable for ....
cars. tv
The
condition is worse this year than for
some years past.

In Everybody’s Column *L™ Awn
Advertisements In this column not to!

I HjxJo AIlLr VallLlaV ■

■
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley spent exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 t
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
the weekend in Bangor, guests ot tional lines five cents each for one time.
cents for three times. Six words
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A Mooers. Miss 10
make a line.
Marjorie Mooers, the high school as
sistant. returned with them Sunday
Clayton Hunnewell, principal of
the high school, returned to town
i Friday after spending the vacation
BILL FOLD containing money lost.
at his home in Caratunk.
Reward If returned to W H. WEED. 11
Mrs. Ella Alley who has been Pleasant St.
42*44
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
( spending the winter with Mrs. Emma
savings book numbered 3597 and the
came to attend the funeral of James Wednesday. Dinner was served at with Miss Gladys Bowen in Rockland.
8 C, R I. RED Chicks, high producing
Keene of Martinsville returned home owner of said book asks for a duplicate strain.
State tested and accredited for
H Feyler have returned to Medway., noon wlth 16 memtoers present' „
Mrs. George Parker and daughter
pullorum
disease
Write M M KIN
In
accordance
with
the
provision
of
the
GHENT
. Monday.
State law SECURITY TRUST CO . By NEY. Thomaston. Me St. Oeorge road,
Neighbors' night will be observed o)airt.r arc guests of her parents in
or
phone
Tenant's
Harbor
56-14
37*42
ELMER
C.
DAVIS.
Treas.
Rockland
Me.
City
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Barter
and
Ghent. Oand. Gent
Harold Watts and daughter Bar-1
Ston,ng,on
42-S-48
WHEN
you
are
planning
t
o
sell
your
daughter
recently
made
a
business
Monuments. City of Beguinages, city
Meenahga Grange. The third and j A meeting of the Blueberry GrowNOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
bara of Belmont. Mass., have joned
of flowers . . . Lovely city of the trip to Farmington stopping at savings book numbered 11534 and thc WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland
39-tf
fourth degrees will be conferred by ■ ers- Association was held at the hall
of said book asks for a duplicate
Mrs. Watts at the home of Mrs. Abbie
for
Miss Ruth
to owner
Belgians, with two rivers, two fine Hallowell
tn accordance with the provision of the
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatchCounty Deputy Lydia B. Morse and Thursday evening.
state
law.
SECURITY TRUST CO . By Ing eggs, prices to suit the times. ALWall.
canals, sixty bridges, Hugo cou*d make a call on her friend Miss
staff.
The Mission Circle met with Mrs.
------- Rockland. Me BION WOTTON, Friendship, Me
26*52
ELMER
C.
DAVIS,
Treas.
Miss Katherine Aagerson of Bloom
not help calling It the northern Marion Wallace who is the daugh
Mr. and Mrs Horace Vose returned, Annie Clark Thursday afternoon,
; S. C. R I. RED Chicks, high producing
field. N. J., was overnight guest of Mrs.
Venice . . . Below the waters the ter of Mrs. Beatrice Rawlcy Smith
■ ------- I strain. State tested and accredited for
Primary School Notes
to their home in Thomaston Monday, jjiss Irene Lunden has returned to
****** pullorum disease Write CARL O. NELPercy Averill Thursday.
Miss Ruth Barter who has been •t • *
foundations
of
its
medieval
gabled
after being weekend guests of Mrs. j aer teaching duties in Rockland after
» SON Phone 714-W. 310 Limerock St..
Miss Lucy T. Moody is teacher
Mrs. James Thornton of Knox
I City.
40-45
houses go . . . Toward' the skies the engaged in public reading quite ex »
Jennie
Benner.
several
weeks'
absence
because
of
illThe
monthly
attendance
has
been
street gave a surprise party to her
t
”
,
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
tensively
this
winter,
recently
took
spires
and
towers
of
its
churches
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Slhorey. Mrs , ness.
•
very good. Pupils in the second
* * * * * ft for poultry. By ton. 18 delivered. Write
sister Mrs Perley Hall at her home on
........ ........ ..................................................
I AUREO RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me
Nellie Overlook and Mrs. Stella But-' Monday evening a group of friends grade receiving all A’s this month and castles reach . . . Flower acres I part in a program at the CongreWANTED- You to know that we have ---------- —--------------------------------------- ——
Wadsworth street Thursday evening.
man were in Augusta Tuesday.
from this village gave Mr and Mrs. are Jennie Edgecomb, Gwendolyn for suburbs . . . Carillon concerts gational Church in Rockland, and in everything In fertilizers Including sheep R I Red chicks from state tested, acTwo tables of bridge made thc chief
and poultry manures for the lawn, gar- j credited, trapnested stock. (12 per 100.
Mrs. W G. Labe was hostess at the Thomas Carroll a surprise party at and Mabel Fitzgerald, Carolyn Hart, summer Saturday evenings ... Castle ; the near future she will represent St den. shrubbery and flower gardens W. L MERRIAM. Union. Me.______ 19-tf
part cf the entertainment. A lunchmeeting of the Bridge Club Thursday ' their home at Mount Pleasant. A Dorothy Salo and LawTence Pease of the Crusade Counts of Flanders George High School at the Univer- Also full line of chemicals. Deliveries S. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state
anywhere wanted.
STOVER'S CASH
ton including a birthday cake was
price according to number.
evening.
j pleasant evening was spent in singing
The second, third and fourth . . . Castle of Gerard the Devil . . . I sity of Maine speaking contest, as GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for accredited,
are now the farmer's best bet.
rerved. Mrs. Hall received several
STOVER
FEED
MFC,
CO On track at Chickens
The
walls,
yards,
streets,
homes
of
last
year.
It
will
be
remembered
that
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins has returned ap(j playing games. Mr. and Mrs grades had a spelling match Friday
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
85
Park
St
.
Rockland
Tel
1200
41-43
preojnts. The guests were Mr. and
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42.
J from Boston
Carroll were recently married at the afternoon last week Jennie Edge the Beguinages . . . The Beguines she was one of two in a class of ten
39-tf
WANTED—For cash—good family cow
Mrs Howard Beattie. Mr. and Mrs
Olve
full
Information,
price,
age.
etc
in
medieval
costumes
live
in
these
I
who
read
in
the
afternoon
to
be
Miss Sadie Van Tassell of Blooms- Baptist parsonage in Rockport. They comb of the second grade and Damon
BABY CHIX, Wyllle's Strain 8. C Reda.
GOODWIN. Box 269 Rockland
42-44
Benjamin Smalley. Mr. and Mrs.
One quality—the Best. (12 per hundred.
burg. N. Y.. is guest of Dr. and Mrs arose to the occasion of the surprise Gushee of the third grade were cap cities within the city Ruins of St. chosen for the evening contest.
POSITION as chef or order rook want Discount on 500 or over P. H WYLLIE
James Thornton and Mr. and Mrs.
John Moore and Robert Moore of ed Best of references. II. T. PERRY. * SON. Thomaston. Me., R. 1. Phone
T. F. Turner.
and served cake, lemonade, candy tains. Jennie's side won, but Damon Bavo's Abbey founded in 631 . . .
Ferley Hall
Grace 8t. City.
*tf Warren 10-6.
39-tf
The last meeting of the Auction and fruits.
Petrarch and Durer each visited and Ellsworth are guests of Mr. and Mrs
was the last to sit down.
WANTED to rent—Couple want small
Sunday evening, April 23, has been
Club was held with Mrs. S. H. Weston
• • • •
furnished bungalow or house. Thomas (!**************•
The room is being decorated for praised Ghent and it remains worthy Harlan Bragdon.
set apart by the Baptist Choral As
ton or Rockland. Write "NO. 13, Cou
! Friday evening.
School Notes
their praise.
j This community was saddened by rier-Gazette."
Easter.
40-42
sociation for an evening of music. A
Miss Johnna Redman has been
School closed Friday for one week's
-----------------the news of the death of Mrs. George
GIRL wanted to do general housework
The primary pupils and teacher are
men's chorus and Clark's Little Sym
WINDSOR HOTEL.
37-tf
I visiting relatives in Augusta.
vacation.
glad to welcome Arlene Newhall back
GLENCOVE
Allen in Portland Sunday.
phony Orchestra are to take part.
Mrs Lizzie Tuttle of Union has
HALF house to let at 17 Warren 8t..
Harold Tolman, Dorothy Keller, to school.
------I St. Oeorge High School opened 4 - •
Poems of Ella Maude Moore will be | been guest of Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
seven rooms conveniently arranged and
f
• • • •
Sylvia Heald and Neil Brown nave
Mrs. Caro Coates visited her sister ' Monday after two weeks vacation.
pleasant:
also two garages. Inquire 12
read by Mrs. H. S. Kilborn.
WARREN ST.
38-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker of Port not been absent during the term.
Mrs. Faustina Brown Meservey
Mrs. Belle Gregory Thursday.
Jobn Reid jwas in Portland MonEnoch Clark's birthday party which 1
land have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Cora Russell. Sidney Andrews, Dor
—
—
—
— — — — — 2
THREE furnished rooms for light
Mrs.
Joseph
Baldrige
has
been
in
day.
Deep
sadness
prevails
over
this
was noticed in a brief item in Thurs- ,
____ . .
.
.
„ * housekeeping to let. Modern. MILTON
othy Keller, Clark Andrews. Sylvia community, caused by the death early lown a few days conferring with E
W. C. Flint.
FARM for sale. 65 acres land^ Barn M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
42-tf
For the rake cf relatives and friend; and
day's issue was an interesting time. J
camp (500
V F STUDLEY, 263 -----------------------------------------------------------Mr and Mrs. Elmer Jameson of Heald. Arlene Keller and Stanley Monday morning of Mrs. Faustina B. Hall, caretaker at Warrenton away who read this paper a correc- Main St. Tel. 1080________________ 30-tf APARTMENT to let. all modern with
Seventeen were present, and bridge
Warren and Mrs. Annie Thompson Munroe have shown the greatest im i Brown* Meservey, wife of Frank L Park, as to spring work to be done , tion is requested. As noted in a
HAY for sale
RALPH C WYLLIE or without garage, at 120 Main St .
cribba3?. and jig-saw puzzles were the
Warren. Oyster River road Tel Thom Thomaston. Apply on premises. MRS.
were in Portland last week
provement in writing for the term.
previous issue, Perley A. Trask be- aston 169-12 .
Meservey and oldest daughter of Mr. there.
42-ti E L MONTGOMERY__________ 41*43
chief entertainment. Four birthday j
Mrs. Rhoda Creamer had the misThe names of Lulie Richards. CUn- and Mrs Maynard Brown. She had
TENEMENTS to let. (10. (12. (14, (15,
PRESSED
HAY
—
Will
deliver
In
truck
Mrs. Almon Burns of East Friend- clmc 'trande<1 recently while cuf atcakes, three of which were gifts, and j
load lots. For prices write J. F BRY (20. (25 per month HERBERT B BAR
fortune to break her hip from a fall ton Richards and Everett Richards been very ill the past four weeks
ship and children Madeline. Lewis, ! tending to his lobster traps, and when ANT. Thorndike. Maine. Phone 4-9
a never to be forgotten fish chowder I
TER Call 25 or 1017-J.
40-tf
at her home last week. Mrs. Creamer have been added to the register,
38*49
"Tena." as she was lovingly called Virgil and Gladys were callers at he did not re,urn hwnc as usual
made by Mrs. Clark, were the re- 1
SEVERAL tenements to let. moder
is one of the most respected ladies
A new first aid kit has been placed was bom in Appletou June 24. 1915 Mrs. Charles A. Studley's Thursday 1 noon hls
HEAVY CEMENT roller for sale. In- «telv
ately Di
priced Call at C. M BLAKE WALL
notified thc Whit?
freshments.
Other presents were
quire 49 FULTON ST Tel 960-J 42*44 PAPER STORE. Northend
40-tf
of the old school, and everyone was in the school room.
She
had
always
resided
in
this
tewn
Mr and Mrs. Irvin Murch who have Head
Ouard Capt M1Us re’
given Mr. Clark. The company was :
AMESBURY Model boat 20 ft. long.
WELL
furnished
apt.
of
3
rooms
sorry to hear of the accident.
-----------------and it was here she went to school, been in F.orida for the winter have Handed very promptly, located Mr 5', ft wide, centerboard, decked for toilet, shed and piazza. 12 KNOX with
ST.
mad? up cf Mr and Mrs. Earl Risward. three years old; also 12 h p sea
Funeral services for Calvin T HoffROCKPORT
39-tf
graduating from A.HS last June. She returned and will occupy their resi Trask southwest of Big Green Island. horse outboard motor, same age boat. Tel. 156-W
teen. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Chaples. Mr
ses. 68. who died Monday, following a
_____
having lost a propeller, and toweo outboard motor and sail spars Price
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
was married later in the same month
and Mrs James Carney. Mr. and Mrs
,
.
f°r quick sale (125. or will sell boat or called for and delivered. Heavy water
long illness, were held at his home on
Mrs John Carver has returned to Frank L. Meservey Jr. of North dence here.
him
home
at
5
30.
in
less
than
two
engine
separately.
W.
H
WOODWARD
ballast
roller Phone 791 CRIE HARDKenneth Fales, Mr and Mrs. Charles ,
Friends are sorry that Ex-state
Friendship street Wednesday after- j from Kr.ox Hospital where she has Applet un and the marriage was a very
hours from the time the alarm was | M°n_heg,n,Me____________________ ware co . 4O8 Main st.___________________ 40-tf
Smith, and eon Charles. Mr. and Mrs
Senator
Arthur
B.
Packard
is
in
thc
, NEW DODGE Plymouth and used
noon. Interment was in Sweetland been a patient the past three weeks,
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with
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ing out thc State roads this winter.
and Charles Hare, special attention Slinjsby have taken an active part linscott 73 Creacent it.
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APARTMENT ol five rooms and bath,
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More For Less” second
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D
C.
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to
the
part
a
here
the
I
Special*
for
Friday
and
Saturday:
Corn
Joseph
Pease
of
Thomaston
and
Services at the Federated Church
Heartfelt sympathy Is extended tc
ties89c bag. Oats 89c. Sugar M 35 per 100;
APARTMENT to let In Bicknell Block.
Sunday will be: Church school at Misses Myrtle and Bernice Flood ol Mrs Blakelv will also visit two weeks the young husband, the parents, thc less fortunate are buried. C. E.
______________
' 25 lb bags 11 13; 10 lb bags 45c; ’ More MRS B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 164
For Less 20 ■ Dairy Feed, $1.23. Bgg
39-tf
9 45 a. m.; morning service at 11 Rockland were guests of Mr and Mrs in Boston before returning home.
sister, the grandparents and all othe'- Gregory has charge of the work.
GKUbb INLLK
Mash with OU. $153; Chirk Starter.
Mrs. Edward Rochester i Gwendo
The banner meeting of the year, relatives. Everything that was pos
o'clock, subject. "The Cross in the Charles Wall Sunday.
par
$1 85; Stover's Pride 20% Dairy Feed.
$1 43: Pillsbury's Best Flour. 67c; Su- rooms. A]ipply at CAMDEN 8c ROCKM.ss Lydia Nason is ill at her home. with an attendance of 24. was held by sible was done for her. but all to no lyn Wolfe) of Arlington, Vt., was at
Modem World.” The choir will
39-tt
School opened Monday With Miss ! perlor Bread Flour. 6Sc. Occident 89c LAND WA TER CO Tel 634
James Monaghan of Vinalhaven is the Roekport branch of the Farm avail. The funeral was held at th? Warrenton Park one day this week
; ,
,
.
Stover's Pride. 65c; Family. 49c: Pastry.
render "Palm Branches," by J. Faure
Builder Freeman has finished Qret«hen Waltz of Waldoboro as 43c; 20 lba. Pure Lard. (1.19; Poultry
Evening service at 7 o'clock, when the visiting his sister Mrs. Mary McCour- Bureau at the home cf Mrs Mary Baptist Church Thursday afternoon
preeman nas unisnea
utter. 40c; Baled Shavings. 40c
with
every eight bags ol Stover's Pride Flour
them? will center around an article tie.
Spear, Camden road on Thursday, following a prayer at the home at Capt Tom's last boat, and Friday it uacner.
Walter Stover of Boothbay spent purchased Friday and Saturday the cus
vas introduced tp the wet element,
entitled "The;? Ab urd Missionaries."
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Seavey and ' Square Meals for Health" was the noon.
tomer will be allowed 100 lbs Sugar at
All markets are advancing, buy now
io which things cf this kind are last week with his sister Mrs. Ralph t4
If there are families in town who daughter of Long Cove were guests subject uder discussion and included
and save. Always More For Less' here
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
adapted. But Tom says it was in Eugley.
Deliveries anywhere wanted STOVER'S
are in need of clothing, the Beta Alpha of Mrs. Seavey's parents Mr and Mrs. suggestions on various food combinaROCKVILLE
Miss Alcada Genthner who has had CASH GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
celebration of the beginning of the
Club will be glad to give its services Peter McCourtie Sunday.
tens, proper table arrangement, for
STOVER FEED MFO. CO On track __ __________________________ 19-tf
employment at the home of-Lincoln for
86 Park St . Rockland. Just below Ar
An Easter concert will be given at fcrmal and informal dinners, serving
use of wet things other than water.
and furnish material where ne?ded
I WILL STAY evenings or afternoons
There will be services tomorrow at
mour's. Tel. 1200.
41-43 with
Eugley.
West
Waldoboro,
returned
elderly people or seml-lnvallds or
Communicate with Miss Myrnc the Clark Island Church April 16 at of a buffet lunch, etc. It was a very 2 o'clock at the Baptist Church. The
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special
Chicken
young
children, while parents attend
home Thursday of last week.
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conas
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be appropriate to Palm Sunday. At
Mr. and Mrs. Horace M. Noyes daughter Marjorie of Waldoboro Day Old Chicks (5 00 per hundred up
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Mr. and Mrs. Horace Leadbetter children cf Broad Cove spent last try business. Our Just Right” Chick cut »ny trees on Crockett property at
Mrs. Harriet Milqucst and daugh- morning to give the seniors a royal which was sustained a few weeks ago
containing Oxide Iron. Yeast. Juniper Hill. Any person doing so. will
The Military Ball at Watts hall
i weekend with her parents Mr. and Starter
Miss Mabel Oxton has returned to were in Rockland Thursday.
and Cod Liver OU will grow them to >» prosecuted to full extent of the law.
ter Florence have returned to their rend-off cn their Washington trip,
April 5. sponsored by Co. F. C.AC
brogcr size In less than eight weeks and Signed CROCKET!' HEIRS.________ 41-43
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Senior Play Is Successful
was a large attendance. 75 couples
Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money
?!ll<‘<1 business as usual. WILLIAM
. week of Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett. grounds of the grammar school' 5^ss Evelyn Waltz and friend of order
dancing to the excellent musk by
The play. “It Happened in Holly followed.
today STOVER'S CASH GRAIN SMALL, upper Park St.____________ 41*43
blasting away the unsightly ledge Rcckville. Conn., spent the weekend
Mrs. Albert P. Coates, who accom-,
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
LADIES- Reliable bair good* ai Roca*
Mrs. Harry Smith was guest ot Mrs. and grading the entrance.
Kirk's seven piece orchestra. Rock wood," drew a large audience to Watts
1 wi'.h her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alden STORES
FEED MFG. CO On track 86 Park St., land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
land was well represented. Company hall Friday evening. The frequent panicd the remains of her husband i F. C. Maloney Thursday.
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8ur.day worship with sermon at, Walt*1200.
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E officers present were Maj. Ralph applause showed the appreciation of here from Washington. D. C. will reWork has begun on Gurney street the church at 11 o'clock, subject. | Miss Frances Stahl of Broad Cove
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KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
Kenneth Mills, and Percy Blaisdcll. Smith and Miss Eleanor Seeber. lhe Vinalhaven for a week's visit with her roads are bad, with some places near
services between people who wish to
Mrs.
Allison
Waltz
and
two
children
________
Keys made to fit locks when
sage upon morals and religion.
trade some possession of theirs
for_____
other order
2d Licuts. Several of the officers were attractive setting of the stage added aunt, Mrs. Julia Johnson.
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thc original keys are lost. House. Office or
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of
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Mirs Idamae Winchenbach called sons. Larger ad prices on application sonable prices. CRIE
their trip to Washington yesterday
HARDWARE CO.
in an efficient manner. It was a very passe? off so smoothly. Without de school at 10; service o' worship at 11 George Hall is the only Rockville tertained Wednesday at two tables i on Mrs. Alton Simmons Sunday.
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408 Main St . Rockland Tel. 791
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ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex-1 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
ated by the dancers and spectators Charles Stackpole in the character of dren's story "The Brown Lily Bulbs"
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Willie Bronkie and a schoolmate of Mrs. Frank Sampson, Mr. and Mrs spent the weekend with hls parents change Jive _stock please write or phone 1__________
LUDWIO
MOTOR 3ALES. Tel. 135. NewFrom thc reception given io ;he two Jarvis, the butler, uid partlculaily end sermon by Rev. G. F. Currier,
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castle. Me.
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settlement of the Watts hall jsnltor Seeber were called to the stage and subject, "The Rich Man and new horse.
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Mr. Stover of Boothbay is visiting Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F. |
Mr and Mrs. John Ranlett and
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good as new. for a quantity of wood or
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That farm-aid Congress has been
new Addressogreph complete, standard
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meetinu Forrest E. Grafton; Alan Trcir.ayne.
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler's Cor Fl Addressograph No 32382 for M plates,
handing the farmer seems to be in land' Highlands spent Sunday with pital there. The remains were brought
foot power selector to work with dupli
planned for next week has been post • with movie aspirations, Richard W.
the lemon-aid class.—Norfolk Led Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie here Wednesday and thc funeral was ; n-r an<^ Mrs. Annie Nash of Weat cator. flat envelope plate No. 2 less regu
lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs;1
ponce’ on account of Holy Wee!; Feyler; Josie Pembroke, daughter of
Waldoboro
visited
their
sister
Mrs
Ewell.
held frem her home Friday at 1.30
ger-Dispatch.
one Ol Graphotype No. 10064 for M plates
services.
I the house, Evelyn M. Beckett; PrillNo. 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M
Mrs. Sidney Carter and Thelma Alfred Waltz Sunday.
plates, complete with metal stand, copy1
EVERYONE
Services at the Baptist Church cess Dolores, Hazel H. Harrison; PhylMiss Leatha Orcutt of Noblebo.o holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
Three men were sentenced in Chi
Conductor (to people standing)— Prior of Friendship were Sunday
punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000
Sunday will be. Bible School at 9.4.">; lis Duganne, reporter, Phyllis M. cago for carrying weapons in their Pass farther down the bus, please.
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recent
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of
Mrs.
Alden
Waltz
guests of Mrs. Nellie Wallace.
It's full of opportunities
style M blank plates, stub sec.; 7,COO i
morning worship at 11, topic. "The Bclarcc; Bert, chauffeur temporarily, automobiles. They should have un
Misses Martha and Sadie Winchen style M plates, bottom sects; 7 000 style
—THRIFTY ones that
Small Boy (with an old man)—It The M. E. Ladies' Aid meets with
M
blank
plates,
top
sects
;
5.000
frames,
Utter Delusion of Formalism;' 6 pm. Albert P Gould; Doreen Downing, derstood that in Chicago that's what ain't father—it's gran'father.—Pear- j Mrs. Nellie Wallace April 13.
make your dollars go a
bach of West Waldoboro spent Wed- style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
olive green cabinet: one base. This ms. I
long way .. . read them and
movie star. Marjorie E. Mills' Polly : violin cases are for.—St. Paul News. son’s Weekly.
A. B. Little and Jsne Mallard of nesday cf last week with their cousins chine Is brand new and can be bought
Use them.
___________
one-half the actual price; and can be
Strout Insurance Agency O'Connor, comedy actres.,, Charlotte !
Bristol were at G. T. Palmer's Mon Misses Idamae and Eleanor Winchen at
teen at this office any time. Address
Political
Speaker
—
"What
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Lace will be a feature of the new day.
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout Dyer; Mrs. Pembroke, th? lady of the
bach.
N. 8. Perry, COURIER-OAZETTE. Rock
land. Me.
24*34
Insurance In all Its branches
house, Elizabeth Woodcock; Sir is a working majority and then—"
reason's dance frocks, we read. From
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
A Voice—“Better reverse it, mister. our experience on crowded floors we
Probate Bonds
Notary Public Humphrey. Myron S. Simmons: anMan can put down the mighty but
Perhaps the day is coming when copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
news, at the Old South News
only Ood can raise thc humble. -G nobody can talk because everybody home
WANT ADS
Vlnal Building. Phone 158
nouncer-Ernest Doyle. The High What we really need Is a majority feel it is stmplv hound to cateh on.
Agency. Washington St , next Old South
Church; also at M. Andelinau's, 284
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME.[School orchestra furnished music
working.”—Washington Labor.
Tlie Humorist (fAindon).
K. Chesterton
can write.—Wilfred Meynell
Tremont St.
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In addition to personal notes regard
ing departure* and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
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Mrs. Winifred Butler of Portland
ls the guest/of Mr. and Mrs. A. O.
Butler, Birch street.

Miss Carrie A. Barnard who has
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. O.
Gurdy, returned yesterday to Med
ford Hillside, Mass., her visit having
been shortened by receipt of news
that her brother-in-law William
Hatch had experienced a serious ill
turn.

AN ENGAGEMENT PARTY

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Ilorkland Girl To Wed Member of
Coast Guard Cutter Klckapoo's
Personnel
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett and Miss
Mildred Moody gave a supper party
at the former's home on North Main
street Thursday, the occasion serving
to announce the engagement of Mrs.
Crockett's daughter, Miss Harriet L.
Grover, to Samuel H. Warren of Ma
chiasport.
The long table was prettily decorat
ed in pink and white. Place cards in
the shape of hearts bore the names of
the guests spelled backward. The
centerpiece was a replica of the Cutter
Kickapoo floating on a sea of glass,
and surrounded by miniature icebergs
From thc boat were streamers lead
ing to each place, and bearing a tiny
envelope containing a card with the
Initials of the engaged couple. Tire
envelope for Miss Grover contained
the handsome engagement ring.
After supper Miss Grover was made
to go on a "treasure hunt." mysteri
ously wrapped packages concealed in
various parts of the house revealing
an assortment of attractive and use
ful articles, Including silver, linen,
pewter, etc. Jig-saw puzzles fur
nished much amusement.
Guests were Mrs. Henry Jordan and
e'au3htcr Barbara. Mrs. Donald Cum
mings, Mrs. Rudolph Jamieson, Mrs.
Cora Pendleton, Miss Beatrice Mills,
Miss Helen Stetson and Miss Vemette
Cross of Thomaston, Mrs. May Dag
gett, Mrs. Jesse Carroll. Miss Arlene
Chaples, Mrs. Clara Hewett, Mrs.
Blanche Fales and Mrs. Waiter Kim-

Opening the
Season

>G°’-

Mrs. L. K. Blacking-ton is at North
The recent student day program of contribute to the concert repertoire
Haven, called by the illness of her
the Rubinstein Club is still a matter from songs to symphonic works
mother,
Mrs.
John
Brown.
Misses Virginia Snow. Madelyn
of commendation with those who were epirituals form an important part of
Coffey and Marian Rackllffe are re
Mrs. Everett Munsey will be chair turning from Farmington Normal
The Miriam Sewing Circle meets fortunate enough to hear it. Thi innumerable vocal recitals. Hampton.
s*
man of circle supper at thc Universa School today for the spring recess.
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Jenni: variety of talent offered—piano, vio Fisk, and Tuskegee supply choruses
lin. trumpet and guitar—was unusual, that gain honors wherever they ap
list vestry Wednesday at 6 o’clock.
Feyler, Park street.
Sand never had there been more fin- pear, Many of the best popular songs
This will toe the final supper of the
5\vfee
There will be no meeting of Chapin
[to’
season. An entertainment will fol Class Tuesday evening.
Marilyn, daughter of Mr. and- Mrs. iehed and better poised performers. come from Negro creators. Thc folk
low under the direction of Mrs. C. E.
Erwin Spear, celebrated her third I down to the tiniest tots. It was songs of that race now form an in
Miss Rose Adams and brother birthday Tuesday by entertaining thcroughly delightful and it is not tegral part of the folk songs of
Rollins, the program embracing
many novelties. Admission will be Oeorge Adams, and Arthur K. Orne, several little friends at her home on stretching a point to say that thc America. More than a few competent
Sailings from
»t
made with the “miniature aprons" return to Dexter tomorrow to resume Rankin street. Luncheon was served audience would have welcomed the experts declare that Negro folk songs
Rockland on
N*1
distributed some time ago; those who their faculty positions at the Wassoo- with a birthday cake bearing three opportunity to sit through the pro are thc oldest and only authentic
Boston-Bangor
music of our soil, aside from un
have no “aprons" will find that the keag School after spending the spring candles, the decorations being of gram again
and
s. s.
Once
again
this
Is
opportunity
to
formed primitive chants cf the In
admission fee corresponds with their vacation at their respective homes.
pink, green and) yellow ln keeping
Bar Harbor
WESTPORT ejle^c ’
, b'"'1,
waist measure
Lines
with the Easter season. The guests stress the efficiency of home teachers dians.
Junior Harmony Club meets Tues
It is especially reassuring to know
Tuesdays
were presented with favors of Easter —teachers who have had the advant
BROOKLIN
,,l
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie was hostess to day evening at 8 15 at Legion hall, the
Thursdays
baskets and chickens. Those pres age of excellent training, who main that race opposition seems destined tc
Monday,Wed‘
, ,c%t^
time to be devoted largely to choral
lhe Thursday Auction Club.
tain
their
homes
here,
and
who
have
play
almost
no
role
in
the
advance

Saturdays
ent were: Donald! French, Earle
.\o*
6’|e’
practice for the open meeting. Im
the interest of our children close at ment of the Negro in music. Author
Mr. and Mrs. M. B Perry are at portant business matters are to be Smith, Jr., Wayne Drinkwater. Rus heart. There ls not one but gives White quotes William Dean Howells
sell Connon. Richard Payson. Erwin
their Crawford Lake cottage.
Sails for BAR
discussed.
richly of time and training outside as being on written record with this
Spear, Jr., Carolyn Howard. Earline .
HARBOR Tuesopinion: T permit myself the
Perry,
Diane
Cameron.
Betty
Crozier
|
Donald Small motored to Farmingday,Thursday, and
(Mrs. C. M. Richardson was hostess
they show an individual interest in Imaginative prophecy that hostilities
and Nkncy Small. Marilyn received
Saturday, 5:00 a.m. V' -Ac^'
ton yesterday, and on hls return was to the Corner Club yesterday.
the child and »ever fail to co-operate | and prejudices which have so long
accompanied by his sister. Miss Mary
many nice gifts. Mrs. Spear was
Mrs. Dana 8. Newman entertained assisted by Mrs. William Payson, Mrs in promoting musical Interest among constrained the Negro, are destined
Small, and Miss Elinor Robinson of
young people. They merit loyal sup to vanish in the Arts. That is to be
Rockport, for the annual spring va two tables of bridge Thursday eve- William Rich, Jr. and Mrs. Walter 1
port and consideration.
the final proof that Ood has made
cation from Farmington Normal j ning at her home on Grove street.
Connon.
of
one blood all nations of men."
School
Our attention is being directed
Cheerful Circle met Wednesday eve
Mrs. Mary Oross entertained the largely now to thc forthcoming har
A reader of Musical Courier apropos
Another of those Crescent Beach ning with Mrs. Lillian Perry, Warren Jolly Six Club Thursday afternoon.
monica band coutest in Portland, I of the statement that "everybody haassemblies was held Wednesday eve street.
For reservations apply ROCKLAND WHARF
, sponsored by the junior department J
ulce cuts thC9e
ning a<t the Gonia cottage, with Mr.
Robert Magee who has been spend- of
Maine Federation of Music 1 geSl therefore thatMrs. Joseph Emery is at Knox Hos
and Mrs. Sumner C. Perry and Mr.
ing the winter in Rockland, has re Clute. for in that contest will appeaToscanini cut his recalls
bal1'
and Mrs Harold F. Horrocks 111 pital where she recently underwent turned to his Clark Island home
... . ,__ . ...
Miss Grover is a graduate of Rcckthe Rockland School Harmonica
Ideas lose themselves as quickly as
a
surgical
operation.
Favorable
re

It must not bc thought when a
Musical radio announcers cut their
charge. The Country Club Orches
land High School, ’26. and is a popu mc'.orist says he skidded that it mast quail. One must wing them the
Band, organized and trained by Mrs. blurbs.
ports
are
received.
tra furnished delightful music.
The April meeting of the Rounds Ruth E. Sanborn. This band is going
lar employe at thc E B. Crockett be excused as an act of Ood —Bentley minute they rise out of thc grass or
Mary Garden cut her newspaper in
Matched dances were a feature, also
store. Mr. Warren, son of George Purchase
Stanley C. Boynton of Lexington. Mothers Class, to be held Wednes to give them a "run for their money," terviews.
thty arc gone.—Thomas F Kennedy
the "Trip to Georgia" which was won
day evening at 1.30 at the home of in the vernacular of the day. Mrs
Warren of Machiasport, ls in the
Mass, is in the city.
Irresponsible
impresarios
cut
their
by Mrs. A. R. Havener and Henry G.
Mrs. Henry B. Bird, will be in the Sanborn is also chairman of the con
Coast Guard service, on the Kickapoo,
opera projects.
Jordan. Hosts for the next assembly
Mr and1 Mrs. Sumner Whitney mo form of a donation party. Members test. which takes place April 22.
and has formed many friends since
The Metropolitan cut its claque.
will be Mr. and Mrs. A. M Moody tored to Portland Tuesday.
arc asked to wear old-fashioned cos There will be a unison competition
stationed in this vicinity. The date
Thc radio stations cut jazz.
and Mr. and Mrs George E. Dunton.
ior the wedding has not been di
tume.
and a two-part competition. The
European publishers cut perform
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Christoffcrvulged.
Julia E. Noyes cup, now held by the ing fees for America.
Arthur K. Macomber has rejoined son of Chestnut street have had as
OFFERS
Fifteen happy young wemen spent j Shailer School group of Portland, ls
hls yacht at Quincy, Mass
Paderewski cut his hair.
guest this week Miss Helen Culllnan a very enjoyable evening at the home
WHEELER’S BAY
to be the trophy in the unison con
of Union.
of Jeannette Oordon. Limerock I test, and the Counsellor's cup Is
Mrs. Ethel Butler who has been the
What a wonderful shew the High I Mlss Mirlam Cline has returned
street, ln honor of her eleventh offered for the first time ln the two- Bct.oel Minstrels was! tt seems al- home after visitln« her ^andparents
guest of relatives in Bath and Rock
Thc Tango Club met Thursday eveland for 10 days returned to North |) ning with Mrs. A. R. Bachclder, birthday. The evening was spent at part contest. Bands will number not mot'. Jicredible thata group of young- Mr and Mrs Henry Crockett
A Home Company and Local Investment
games. The children later marched less than 10 nor more than 25 mem- sters could put on a performance of
Haven yesterday.
Mrs Pred MilIer was called home
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
bridge honors falling to Mrs. L. F.
Into the dining room which was1 bers. and a conductor or accompanist such merit, so smoothly running and from East Weymouth by the serious
Chase, Harry W. French and H. W.
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Miss Louise Dolliver ls home from
beautifully decorated in pink and is cptlonol. All numbers will be 80 peppy, prepared in conjunction illness of her brother Edgar Rackliff.
Thorndike.
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
Gorham Normal school for the Easter
Little Maxine Rackliff is ill and Is
green. There were two birthday played frem memory. Selections In with their studies and the thousand
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
vacation.
Mrs. EvercW Humphrey has re cakes. Refreshments were served. thc unison playing are "Drink To M- and one other activities that enter Mtt<?nc,cd bY Dr- Oross.
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
Edgar Rackliff who has been seri
Jeannette was the recipient of many Only With Thine Eyes," and "Battle Into high school life. The whole
turned from Boston.
Mrs. Lena K Sargent leaves today
beautiful gifts. Those present were Hymn of the Republic." For the two- secret of the success was In the ously ill is able to sit up a while each
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
for Washington, D. C., to attend the
Mr and Mrs. Fred Gregory are Shirley Stickney. Franses Marsh, part playing "Silent Night'
This stock, issued under the approval of the
snd splendid coaching given by Miss Ade- day.
annual Eastern Commercial Teach visiting their daughters, Mrs Orry
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Katherine Jordan, June Miles, "Juanita" have been chosen. Each j laid? E. Cross and her sister, Mrs.
Public
Utilities Commission is offered to investors
ers’ Convention. She will be guest ot Tolman in Woodfords and Mrs.
Ruth Thomas. Patricia Allen, Sylvia club is invited to send one soloist, charlotte Jackson of the faculty Cline are pleased to hear that their
at
a
price
of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Representative and Mrs. E. C. Moran Granville Shibles in Westbrook.
Hayes. Esther and Ida Shapiro. Ruth and ensemble numbers wiU be given star. and the whole-hearted coop- little daughter Olive Is able to go
Jr., for a portion of her stay.
yielding
a
little more than 6' < per annum.
Ooldberg. Ruth Nichols. Helen Spear.. during the recess of the Judges It is erat on given by the cast and others out of doors after her serious illness.
At the close of the dancing party
Subscriptions
for this stock will be received at
Miss Pearl Borgcrson entertained j at the Elks Home Thursday night a Elizabeth Lurvey, Ruth Sukeforth expected the Rockland band will ap- of the student body. Efficient direc- II, Bach. Handel. Couperin. Kirnthe
office
of
the
company,
5 Lindsey street, Rock
pear
in
the
broadcast,
sc
we
must
all
at bridge and lunch Thursday eve-I surprise was tendered H. B. Burgess and Sylvia Shafter.
torship and teamwork—a great com berger. Marpurg. Josef Haydn, Mo
put a red line around April 22 to Jog bination-hard to beat.
land,
Maine.
ning. There were two tables, the)
zart and Beethoven. More detailed
and Dr. Blake Annis to celebrate
• • • •
The BPW Club will hold a public cur memories and listen in.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
prizewinners being Mrs. John M. their birthdays. Tables had been set
information may be gotten by writing
•
•
•
•
109-S-tf
On the occasion of the 50th anni Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 25
Richardson. Mrs. Herbert Curtis ana i up, and sandwiches, cake and coffee, card party in the near future, the
Ignace Paderewski, world famed versary (las'. Feb. 13) of Wagner's
date and place to be announced.
Mrs Carl E. Freeman.
West 45th street. New York. They are
as well as birthday cakes, were dis
pianist, lias been a guest at the White death, the Soviet officials in Russia
reasonably priced, I should judge
pensed to the 24 guests.
^ynllUut‘IUumllll
Mrs. H. Ernest Keywood is spending '
Chickawaukie Chapter. Delphian House the past week, and the Presl- permitted performances in hls honor,
dent’s wife attended hts concert Wed "net only as a musical genius but also
the weekend in Portland.
'
Vocalist: "I'm going away to study
Mrs Gladys Orff and son Kendall, Society, met Thursday with Mrs.
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
nesday.
as a one-time revolutionist and singing.”
of Clashing, have been guests for a Sadie Leach as leader, having as her
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett was in
Friend: ' 'Oood: How far away?"
friend of Mikhaiii Bakunin."
few days of Mrs. Orff's mother, Mrs. subject "German and Early French
Thc April 1st issue of Musical Cou
Portland Wednesday, called by the
Painting." Assigned topics were.
Wagner's early political democracy
Charles Studley, at Glencove.
rier has a short article about Harold
death of an aunt.
quickly vanished after he realized
The Cologne School, Mrs. Helena
„ ,
_ .,
, Hansen, tenor, who appeared in one
MON.-TUES.
E Mont Perry was discharged from Fales: Swabian and Nuremberger '
that it interfered with his musical
_..
. , _
Miss Flora Kirkpatrick of Port
*
of the earliest Bibb concerts at Cam
Knox Hospital this week, after a long Artists. Miss
career He sought the help of highly
land was a recent Rockland visitor.
den. It reads:
, ,
period of illness, and returns to the The Life of Holbein. Mrs. Ella S
mon<.‘ycd personages,
What
Harold „„„„„
Hansen, tenor, began ht? ;.p!aced
. . , and
,
„
. ,and
,
home of hts niece, Mrs. L R. Smith in Bird; Albrecht Durer. Mrs. Uach; musical
CQncert ’
** chief patron became King Ludwig
The Universalist Mission Circle
this
; Vinalhaven.
Beginnings of French Painting. Mrs and evejl
hls voca,
wpr„ of Bavaria. Wagner also moved
meets Wednesday at the home of
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
Ruth Ellingwood; Description of
dld not cnlirdv
Jesven and earth to persuade Kaiser
Mrs. Julia Gurdy, with Mrs. Gurdy,
country
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Marilyn, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Pictures—The Madonna of the Ros-:
j afliliation, for
Wfiheim ! to attend the f|r* BayMrs. Grace Daniels, Mrs Nettle Wot- Erwin Spear, celebrated her 3d birth
Arrive Boston 2.15 I*. M.
needs
,
. .
L
TZ
reuth Festival in 1876. and that
ton, and Mrs. Beulah Allen as day Tuesday by entertaining at her Arbor by Lockmer, and The Feast of piano lessons during the time tha»
„
. .,
.
Coaches
Leave
Rockland
5.110 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
,
..
_
.
monarch allowed himself to be
hostesses. Luncheon at 12.30 will be home on Rankin street. The color the Rose Chaplets, by Durer. Mrs he himself was studying voice with ' .
.
...
. .
...
is a
Coaches
Arrive
In
Rockland
from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Btbb in 1924 Mr. Hansen went
*°1!.
,
followed by relief sewing, after which scheme predominating In the Easter Carrie Palmer; Portrait of Oeorge
darned
Gisze
by
Holbein.
Portrait
of
Erason
a
tour
cf
,
hc
Middlf
wst
nuth
not
hesitate
to
express
his
boredom
to
the devotional exercises and formal table decorations was pink, green
Willialn Wade Hin_
°f thc royal b0’t
program will take place. The theme and yellow. Easter baskets and bun mus and Portrait of Francis I. by anQ
good
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
.
. _
_
„
Kmg Ludwig also was present at the
for roll call response will be 'Purity.” nies were presented as favors to the Clouet, Mrs. Beulah Allen; Self Por shaws Opera Camique. He sang in ,
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
laugh
—
Beyreuth Festival. Wagner
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair will present guests, and the gaily decorated trait and Tlie Knight and Devil, by Mozart's Bastt-n and Bastlcnne and
sought
and
1
secured
the
Influence
of
Durer, Mrs. Suella Sheldon. Thc took the role of Mozart in Thc Ima paper on Jane Lippet Patterson.
and here
birthday cake, with its three candles,
usual routine of questions and dis pressarlo. The next year found him Napoleon III for the production of
was augmented by an abundance of
Tannhauser at the Paris Opera; it is!
Tickets May Bc Purchased At
Mrs. Charles McGann of Water other goodies. Guests were Earline cussion followed. Guests were Mrs singing (in The Student Prince in
married Cosima von Bulow, divorced
Tel. 620
Rockland
—
Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
ville was a guest rccently of her sister Perry, Carolyn Howard. Diane Cam George H Welch, with Mrs. Elllng- Chicago and other midland cities.
wife of an aristocrat; and died In a
Tel. 3
Thomaston
—
McDonald's
Drug
Store,
wood.
and
Miss
Harriet
Bird
with
Mrs. S. H. Doe. at The Highlands.
Then followed engagements with ttu
eron. Nancy Small, Betty Crozier,
palace at Venice. “Not much in all
5tt
Miss
Jameson.
Schuberts
and
with
the
American
i
_____
.
.
.....
Earl Smith Jr., Wayne Drinkwater.
that, to suggest hostility toward
Mrs Woodbury Richards of Rock
j Optra Company. Since then Mj ) royalty and capitalism, and overDonald French, Richard Payson, Rus
land street was hostess to the T.&E.
Hansen has been singing over the air
SPRUCE HEAD
sell Connon and Erwin Spear Jr.
i whelming love for the proletariat,"
Club Wednesday afternoon.
his first program being the Arc j 1
Mrs. Spear was assisted .by Mrs. Wil
comments Leonard Licbling.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod returned home birthday party on WEAF. Following
liam Rich Jr., Mrs William Payson
Rhama E. Phllbrlck entertained at
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mcnday from Quincy. Miss where she this he was engaged by the Hoffman
A GYPSY SONG
bridge Thursday evening, honoring and Mrs. Walter Connon.
lias been visiting the past five months hour over WOR. Mr. Hansen's offer A lonely bov. across the upland pasture.
Horace Dunlap of Portland and
Was driving cattle home. Thc eve
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes who
Miss Katherine Aagerson has ings to thc program drawn from
ning star
John Pennell of Brunswick.
have been at Almon Cooper's since bought the Otto Olsen house from grand opera, both lyric and dramatic Was bright above the road and a covered
wagon—
returning from their winter's stay Mrs. Blanche Waldron. The house tenor arias."
Hired by II usHe heard a gypsy song and an old 1
The annual meeting of the Shake
guitar.
On this program appeared Nelson
in Stockton, returned to their North was built several years ago by Miss
Then laughter, soft and far.
speare Society takes place Monday
bands to find out
Aagerson's father. Peter Aagerson. Eddy, baritone, who was recently
H^yen home Thursday.
evening at the home of Mrs. Edith
He
wandered closer, caught a breath of
Miss Aagerson plans to spend her heard ln a Portland concert. Mr.
cedar.
theworsL.hesaw
Bird. Rev. Walter S. Rounds will be
The little fire's bright glow against I
Carlyle Brown, Jr., celebrated hls summer vacation here and old friends Eddy is hailed as one of the most
thc hill.
guest speaker, having as his subject
third birthday Thursday with friends are much pleased to hear of her pur promising young American singers of And glimpsed a face; the gypsy song
women at their
•Modern Tendencies in Literature."
was throbbing
tcda.v. When he and Sigurd Nilssen
and relatives at his home on 16 chase.
With hls own heart; thc music seemed
best when he
to nil
Grace street. Those who helped to
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall were co-artists on the Arco hour it
Opportunity Class met Wednes
The night that grew so stilt.
make the party merry were: Joan have returned to Whitehead after a was difficult to find a more brilliant
looked through
day evening, with 22 members and
Vinal and mother Mrs. William short visit with Mrs. Randall's par- and satisfying program. The elimi Long after ln thc cornrows he could hear
two guests in attendance. Mrs. Zona
It.
nation of this program brought re
«nts.
Long after. In strange port It seemed
Mattatall, Mrs. Addic Small and Mrs. Vinal, Doris Vinal and mother Mrs.
to be
Oeorge Snow is in Portland Where gret to hosts of music lovers.
Douglas
Vinal,
Barbara
Vinal
and
A little closer, by a starry window.
Lillian Joyce were appointed thc
Or on some moon-enchanted balcony—
he will serve on the federal jury.
• • • •
visiting committee for April. The sister Mrs. Arthur Pease of Thom
And then—In winds at sea.
Mr and Mrs. Norman Drinkwater
The March Issue of thc Southern
?t ITarnrr [trot, hit with
program in charge of Mrs. Lorna aston: Linwood. Lorraine and Cath
He
heard It In the desert, and thc moun
went Monday to Hewett’s Island Workman, a monthly magazine pub
KAY
tains
Pendleton and Mrs. Susie Pendleton erine Curry and mother Mrs. Lock
where they will spend the summer.
As clearly as when first thc evening
lished by the Hampton (Va.) Insti
included chorus singing, readings by hart Curry, Ruth Bowley and mother
star
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater has re tute, contains an Interesting article Was bright above the road—and still was
Mrs. Ada Prescott, Mrs. Hattie Rich Mrs. Archie Bowley. Donald and
lonely.
ards. Mrs. Elva Wooster and Mrs. Billy McClellan and mother Mrs. turned from Rockland where she has called The Musical Genius of the
A little gypsy song! And an old guitar!
GEORGE
been
employed
at
the
home
of
Capt.
Ruth
McClellan,
Noreen
Banks
and
Then
laughter, soft and far
American Negro, by Clarence Cam
Susie Pendleton, vocal solos by Mrs.
—
Glenn
Ward
Dresbach
In
Christian
Thresher.
eron White.
Willis and Mrs. Lorna Pendleton, and mother Mrs. Sumner Banks and
Science Monitor.
Mrs. Emily Burch Is visiting Mrs
He points out how steadily and
a vocal duet by Mrs. Loma Pendleton great - grandmother Mrs. Will
NOW SHOWING
GLENDA FARRELL
Ruth
Randall
on
Whitehead.
legitimately the Negro race has de
and Mrs. Pauline Saunders. Stunts Thomas, Neil Simpson and sister
“From Bach to Beethoven" (two
“
COHENS
AND KELLYS
ALLEN JENKINS
Mrs.
Virginia
Drinkwater
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Dorothy
Simpson,
Conrad
veloped its musical tendencies since volumes) appears among recent in
were enjoyed and the evening round
IN TROUBLE”
MONROE OWSLEY
Brown and grandfather Bill Brown Clifford Elwell were overnight guests the slavery period ended. Our colored teresting musical publications. It is CHAS. MURRAY, GEO. SIDNEY
ed out with patchwork.
TODAY
of Rockland; Mrs. Ray Hathaway oi on Whitehead Tuesday.
people number approximately 12.000 - a collection of original classical com
Zane Grey's "UNDER THE TONTO KIM”
COMING—"RASPUTIN"
Gardiner and Guy Simpson of Crie
000. In 1900 the Federal Census positions with explanations regarding
Steamboat tickets to any part of
haven. Carolyn Smith and Dorothy
It is painful to think of the won showed that there were 3915 Negro form and execution, and with tech
the world. Tours arranged to West
Perry helped Mrs. Brown serve. Re derful things our Uncle Sam could teachers of music in the United States nical exercises by Willy Rehberg.
COMPLETE CHANGE OF
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F.
PROGRAMS
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, freshments were served. Decora have done for us all with the money Today there are nearly 8000. Negro Volume I has compositions of Bach,
MONDAY. WEDNESDAY,
tions were in yellow and white. Car he spent for war. Weston (Ore.) soloists occupy prominent places in Handel, Claude Dacquin, Rameau,
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
tlie recital field. Negro compasei< Mozart and Beethoven, and Volume
143 then 145-S-tf lyle, Jr. received many pleasing gifts. Leader.
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was written in lead pencil the words j
“W. B. Hatch, foreman on this Job j
commenced April 8. 1887. Who tears
this out please let me know. W. B
Hatch. 112 Pulton street, Rockland.” j
It was torn out by the keepers March j
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
24. 1933. Wonder if Mr. Hatch Is still
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
among the land of the living.
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Fred Batty and Darrell Mann have
been in Rockland on business.
There is lots of shipping passing,
Dice Head
| granddaughter Mrs. Larrabee and
-arge frel<ht steamers ana
Keeper King has been laid up two children to Boothbay Harboi a large five-master loaded for up river
with a bad cold for the last five days where they will make thelr home.
A five-master is very notlcebut at the present is on the mend. Little Dickie Larrabee has been in able t,iese ^ys.
The keeper and' wife had a very the Maine General Hospital. Port- ,
baseball and cleanpleasant surprise the first day of: land, for rickets but at this writing jing house furnish most of the exApril. They had just sat down to he is well again.
j citement here.
eat dinner when a car drove in the | Mrs. Staples attended the Ladies ' Keeper Mann was Interested to
yard and out came thelr daughter I Aid Tuesday and reported a very nice j read E. N. Larrabee's news letter ln
and son-in-law
and grandson i time.
these columns, as years ago he was
Kenneth, Eleanor and Harold Rob
I with Mr. Larrabee in the White Head
Portland Head
bins. They drove up from Manset
! coast guard. It seemed but yesterMrs. Thayer Sterling called on ' day. How the time flies as the wheel
to spend the day with us.
j rolls on.
The Lions Club put on a minstrel Mrs. W. C. Dow Sunday.
Thomas
Flanagan,
electrician,
show M^rch 29 which proved a great
Manana Island
success, had a packed house, gallery completed work here Monday.
Delayed March winds came along | Not much news at this time as
and standing room.
Everyone
each day is routine cleaning, paintseemed to enjoy it according to all I with plenty force Wednesday,
reports. Fifty per cent of the net
Miss Mary Toothaker and Mr. and ing and scraping, with a little extra
proceeds was given to the Com- Mrs. W. C. Dow visited Mrs. Martha fog for a change. It has been fog
munity Hospital.
Sterling Thursday.
and rain all this week so far.
The plumbing and painting has
Miss Martha Martin was motoring
We were all shocked by the loss of
commenced around some of the cot- with Mrs. Adora Hilt recently,
; the Akron and crew. Our sympathy
tages so it looks as if we were going
Mrs. Thayer Sterling and Mrs. W. goes out to thelr families.
to have some visitors this summer. ) C. Dow visited Mrs. Charles SterSea Coast Missionary* boat Sun• • • *
{ling of Peak's Island Wednesday.
beam was at Monhegan one day last
Pond Island
As we write Thursday the weather week and Mr. GuptiU made us a
Keeper and Mrs. Pickett have re-, is more on the lamb type—quite a call, as he always does when at the
covered' from their colds and Mrs. change from yesterday. Olad to see , island.
n sirong man once gave puonc performances in
Fickett is cleaning paint. Keeper a good spring day. Already grass
Several ships are passing by here,]
Copyrlfbt, 1939, B J. Htjuckli Tobacco Coupaw
which he stopped a 9 lb. cannon ball shot from a
Fickett is going around with a paint fires have been started and fire one in sight most of the time. Some
fully charged cannon. The audience gasped when
pail in one hand and a brush in the alarms are sounding more often.
schooners are seen too and Ihey
the gun flashed and the human Gibraltar stepped
other, slapping on where it is most ■ A nation waited patiently to catch surely look good to us.
forward out of the smoke uninjured, with the 9 lb.
needed.
1 every available word following the ; Vinal Foss has a fine new punt
shot in his hands.
The winter storms and seas did first news of the terrible disaster built by Henry 8tanley. They are a
some damage here and we expect when the U. S dirigible Akron, handy boat here, for use to get the
EXPLANATION:
there will be a workman come some greatest sky ship, crashed into the { children to and from school and the
The trick lay in the way an assistant prepared the
time this spring or summer, as the Atlantic Tuesday morning and 73 mall. The keeper Is building one for
cannon for the performance. He used the regulation
amount of powder and wadding, but placed the
tender Ilex landed material here re gave their lives. Planes seem hard himself in his spare time,
greater part of thr charge of powder ahead of the
hit this week. Following the Akron |
• • • •
cently.
A performance sometimes staged standard and used by all. A ciga
shot. The cannon ball was propelled only by the
Keeper andl Mrs. Pickett thank down comes the rescue blimp J-3
Burnt Coat Harbor
in cigarette advertising is the illu rette is only as good as the tobaccos
small charge behind it which was just sufficient to
Editor Fuller lor the postcard he [ while searching for survivors of the
It has been stormy at this station
lob the 9 lb. ball over to the strong man.
sion that cigarettes are made easy it contains.
sent from Florida. He is kind to re-' Akron, and death claims two more, for the past week but we are looking
member us and we appreciate it t In Monday's paper we read about forward to a few days of good
1 rl
--------on the throat by some special
It is a fact, well known by
very much.
the Canadian basketball champions. weather now.
process of manufacture.
Miss Opal Watson is spending a! six men killed and eight injured
leaf tobacco experts, that
The missionary boat Sunbeam has
EXPLANATION: All cigarettes are
few days with Keeper and Mrs , when their plane plunged into a been in the harbor twice during the
Camels are made from finer,
Fickett. While coming down from muddy field at Neodesha. Kas . past week
The lobster smack
made in almost exactly the same
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos
Bath on the boat she lost her watch making a death total of 81 this week Louise McLoon of Rockland was also
way. Manufacturing methods are
than any other popular brand.
overboard.
• as we figure it.
in
There was a fire ln Popham Beach
• • • •
Visitors at the station the past
recently that did some damage to the
Baker Island
week were Miss oienys Smith. Mrs
In costly tobaccos you will find
postofflee.
March 22 Keeper Turner of Bear Herbert Wheaton, Mrs. Forest Stanmildness, good taste, throat-ease.
The roads are still pretty bad from I Island landed Edward Spinney anti jeyt Charles Bums. Jr. and Elliot
Smoke Camels critically, and
Popham to Bath.
Preston Turner, government work- smith, all of Swan'a Island
Keeper Fickett says "Hello Ous" to ■ men. to repair the damage done by
. . • •
give your taste a chance to appre
Keeper Hamor.
’ the storm some time ago. also to
The Cuckolds
ciate the greater pleasure and sat
• • • •
shingle the shed and service room.
Mrs H. E. Seavey returned from
isfaction offered by the more ex
Perkins Island
The crew spend the evenings play- | Ellsworth with her little daughter
Fred Osgood won first prize at the ing 63 and at the close of the game a Patricia. After arriving at Ne-.agen
pensive tobaccos. Other cigarettes,
Parker Head whist chib March 23. 1 great laugh is to be heard at how the they were unable to get over to the
we believe, will taste flat and in
The Osgoods' daughter Ethel is j score came out.
station for two days owing to the
sipid to you forever after.
making her mother a visit in Batli
March 30 steamer Hibiscus landed rough seas on the slip. While in
this week.
j cement at this station.
Newagen they visited at the home of
The road to Bath is getting very I March 30 Preston Turner was pre- Capt. and Mrs. E Gamage.
bad and will soon be impassable, ii' sented a birthday cake by the keepFriday afternoon Mr. Beal and Mr
there is much frost in the ground er's wife, Mrs. Frank Faulklngham. Dodge left for Ram Island. Law
The mail is late getting through! It was his 30th birthday,
rence Oamage took them over to
every day.
| Little Lucille enjoyed riding in the station in his large motor boat.
We get letters regularly from Lori- the truck with her father while
The men at Newagen are getting
mer Brackett, who is spending the . cleaning up the wood from the shore good catches of fish. Some are trawwinter at Lake Worth, Fla. He re- brought in by the waves.
Ung and some netting, and selling
IN A MATCHLESS
BLEND
ports quite warm weather there.
Keeper Faulkuigham sends thanks their fish at New Harbor,
Quite a lot of traffic by here. to Editor Fuller for remembering him
Mr Seavey has purchased a new
(■j social hour.
Refreshments were
EAST WALDOBORO
HOPE
UNION
March 28 USCO cutter Kickapoo with a postcard from Miami.
Kenmore washing machine with a
served by Maizie Joy, Betty McAlary
March 29 Fred Burlem motored to 4-cycle engine. It is a fine looking
and two oil tankers passed.
Miss Gertrude Hardy who attends
Mr. and Mrs George O'Brien oi
The Woman's Community Club
and James Hayes.
We extend our sympathy to the Bar Harbor Hospital for Mrs. William machine as well as a labor saver.
Vassalboro were at Earle Thomas' Castine Normal School is home tor
•
•
•
•
meets
next
Tuesday
at
their
rooms
people of Seguin and hope for thelr Lockhart to bring her to Bake:
Miss Juanita Seavey who is at
(By the Pupils)
a ten days visit with her parents
After a long siege of illness, Miss subject, "Reck Gardens" Mrs. May- Monday.
Island with her father and mother tending grammar school at Ellsspeedy recovery.
Elizabeth Hagar is once more at her Pillsbury of Camden will give an inCarolyn Hanna visited her cousin Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy, and has
Our daughter Mrs. Robert Barlow until she is able to continue her trip worth won first prize of $1 as the
The experiment with a new method desk, and everyone is glad to see her teresting paper on “Gardens,'' and Dorothy Masters in Round Pond sev- as guest Miss Rachel Clark of
has returned to her home at East to Great Duck Island with her hus- best darner in the domestic science
of taking quarterly examination* has ; again,
there will be several guests from that tral days last week.
Castine.
Boothbay after spending two weeks band. Mrs. Lockhart is now resting cia£S. The second prize of 50 cents
I town in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bean and son
met with the enthusiastic approval
Mrs. A. S Harwood is visiting her
at the light and with her mother in comfortably. Good care by all to | was won by Lena Farrell,
The Junior High assembly of this
Miss Augusta Ross was taken to Merrick of Appleton, and Mrs. Ames daughter Miss Julia Harwood in
of the upper classmen this week.
aid her on the trip made it a very
Weston Oamage returned to his Many students were exempt on the ,
Bath.
’as Put °n
the 8*2 dlvision the Deaconess Hospital Wednesday and son of Camden were guests SunBoston this week.
Leona Osgood who is a member of pleasant one, and -a perfect day as home at Newagen after working two basis of 85 percent average and good | wlth Arlene Robbins as leader, a pro
in John Cunningham's new ambu- day of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller,
Elmer L. True motored to Boston
Mr. King's guitar ensemble made her one could wish for. Many thanks weeks with the carpenters here.
gram
containing
several
sketches
and
behavior. With generally good weath
lance. She was accompanied by
School began Monday with Mrs
Monday. He returned Friday ac
first,public appearance at the Bath to all for their kindness.
readings.
The
-pupils
taking
part
er prevailing, this spare time meant j
Mrs. Cunningham, RN. Hir friends Emma Sheldon as teacher,
• • • •
companied by his daughter Miss
DEAR OLD WASHINGTON!
Opera House March 27.
enough relaxation and fresh air to were Ruth Pike, Clara Oregory. Doro hope for a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Jameson, DyWilma who is to have a brief vaca
Rockland Breakwater
'
------thy
Spear,
Meredith
Dondis.
Alton
Well John! about this time we
• • • •
son and Vera Jameson were guests of
assure a good beginning for "the last
tion.
The Maine Seaboard Paper Oo. Behold the Bouquet Thai Jerusha
Gray, James Hayes, Charles Emery
u«ed to get the old marble bag out
long mile" of the school year.
Auxiliary Sponsors Prize Contest
Mr and Mrs Lloyd Jameson in Rockand Robert Crane.
and also get our knees muddy. steamer Malang passed in by this Sargent of Stickney's Cornet Tosses
• • • •
A special town meeting is scheduled
Storer - Collins Unit, American land Sunday.
light at 9 p. m. March 20 and laid at1
■ ■ ■for
Monday. April 10, to elect a third
Good old days.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ivan
8cott
and
Senior students are competing this
FARMINGTON NORMAL Legion Auxiliary is offering rewards daughter Joyce motored to Bangor selectman to fill the vacancy caused
Fred Osgood went trout fishing anchor Just inside breakwater dur- j Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
week
in
the
American
Legion
Aux|
for the best essays on “Our Flag.”
j I want to say Just a word of praise
Saturday and caught two handsome ing the storm.
by Herbert Hardy's resignation, and
illary Essay Contest on the subject
Pupils from the towns of Liberty. Wednesday of last week, returning vote on some other articles.
The
spring
cleaning
and
painting
for
good
old
Washington
(
Maine
i.
'
Miss
Laura
Knowlton,
State
super

ones, a little over eight inches. He
that
night
accompanied
by
Harry
The
local
unit
is
offeris now in order, but will try to write Although we may get a black eye oc- Our
3
visor of Red Cross in the State of Appleton. Washington. Waldoboro Woodman of Fort Fairfield.
and the keeper and the cat haven’t
The girls who attend Camden
a
few
lines
once
a
week
as
we
surely
casionally.
remember
the
papers
Warner
of
the
first
prize
Maine
and New Hampshire, spoke to and Warren in either grammar or
developed any signs of the gout yet
Francis Orff, who hns been at High School are boarding in that
Ethel and Barbara Osgood came enjoy the “Ouardians of Our Coast” comes and the breeze goes. and. as will also be privileged to compete in: 'he Hoiw Economics seniors, juniors high schools are to be the contest North Conway, N. H., for a few weeks town for a brief time, or until the
our late senator L. M. Staples said, the district and slate finals. Mrs. £nd ^omores. impressing upon the ants. The cooperation of teachers
roads are settled.
home April 3 after visiting their news.
returned home Sunday.
and superintendents would be great
We wish to thank Editor Fuller for perfection was never attained by man
mother in Bath for ten days.
Ralph J. Pearse was in Rockland
Henry Wilson has employment at a
Angelica Olover. Miss Relief Nichols girls their responsibility as helpers of
ly appreciated. It is suggested that
the nice card he sent, also hope to much more than by a child.
• • • •
Wednesday to see his brother
lumber mill in Union.
and Mrs. Alice Karl are the judges Red Cross workers in the community
You can all come in from the north, j
each school send in the two best es
in which they go to teach
Capt. Niles Cameron and crew of have him visit us this summer, and
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Lermond have Aubrey who is a patient at Knox
south,
east and west—make a house for the city contest.
• • • •
says by April 15 to Mrs. Inez Cam
that
goes
for
the
rest
of
The
CourierBurnt Island Coast Guard have been
Hospital.
moved to Newcastle.
to house canvass—you will find so
The student body voted 248 to 128 eron. Union. They will then be re
searching for the body of Joyce Gazette’s staff.
Mr .and Mrs .Leslie Hall of AppleH. B. Bovey and C. C. Bowers were
The assembly Tuesday opened with
The Eastern Steamship Oo. steamer many many good people. Of course
ferred to three judges who will make in Rockland Monday.
Powers who was drowned in Thom
ton were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
chorus singing of 'America.'' Mem it. favor of the retention of the 18th
Cornish did not make her run March the post two years many strangers
a first and second choice from high
aston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Thomas. Mrs Mrs. Earl R. Norwood.
bers of the Sophomore English Class Amendment; 136 to 222 in favor ot the
30. It must have been pretty rough I have moved in with whom we are not
school essays submitted, and a first I. L. Mank, Mrs. C. Bowers and chil• • • •
Cullen
Beer
Bill
passed
recently
by
Town schools, except the Payson
entertained with brief biographies of
outside.
i acquainted, and’ in days past many
Deer Island Thoroughfare
writers. All the selections were in Congress to legalize 3.2 beer; and 227 and second from grammar school aien Charles and Phyllis were guests school, opened April 3. Miss Ada
• • • •
i of our dear ones have moved away
Mrs. Frances C. Murphy and
teresting and some, very amusing. to 153 in favor of keeping the Maine essays. Prizes offered by the Union of Mr and Mrs. M T. Mank in Farm Morton has been retained as teacher
Two Bush Island
, and when they finally located it was
children came home to spend vaca
The program concluded with the prohibition law if the 18th Amend Unit are 82 for first and 81 for sec ingdale Sunday.
at the Corner school and Miss Ruth
D. L. Mann in checking up on his; in other towns, but I don’t believe it)
reading of “The Raven' by Elizabeth ment in the National Constitution is ond prizes. The winning high school
tion with their parents and; grand
Miss Leona Rines. R. N. of Portland Arrington at the Head-of-the-Lake,
egg chart for the month of March ’ was for the reason that they did not
essay will be sent to the State De was guest of Mr. and Mrs J. A. Rines Mrs. Evelyn Brown has been em
Walker. The chairman was Virginia repealed.
parents for a week. Misses Hilda
found that the biddies laid 516 eggs, love dear old Washington,
partment of Auxiliary where a first last week.
j
• • • •
and Abbie Barter came with them each hen’s average 21H. Pretty good j You cannot find on the map a bet- | Flint.
ployed for North Hope. Mr. Adams of
«...
A bridge party was held April 1 in prize of 86 and a second of 84 is
Miss Marian Flanders who has been Rockport will teach the Payson and
and stayed until Tuesday morning
month's work. For the three months ter or kinder neighborhood than
The speakers for the finals in the tbe recreation room at South hall offered.
visiting her father Ralph Flanders expects to start next Monday.
when Mrs. Conary went in town to of January February and March they Stickney Comer. The correspondent
All essays shall be submitted by and aunt Mrs. W. L. Smith, Portland,
sophomore
prize speaking contest Prizcs wcre awarded for the three
stay overnight with Mrs. Elizabeth produced 1340 eggs. These chicks has lived here 39 years, and in sickh^ve been chosen thus: Donna de- , behest scores. Refreshments were number only, and contain no less has returned home.
Sellers.
were purchased from Albion Wotton ness and death there 1s nothing in Rochemont. 'The Bow Arm;" Camilla served The committee in charge of than 1250 words or more than 1500
BROILERS. FOWL, CHICK
Mrs. Norman Miller, Mrs. Ethel
Spring cleaning and painting is of Friendship.
ENS—DRESSED POULTRY
; the world they won't do for you. and Emery, "Sealing Wax;" Mary Oay.. <ht brldK« consisted of Dorothy Par- Judging will be in the following
Hanna and Mrs. Teresa Munro were
the order of the day at Mark Island
Fred Batty and his cousin H Nelson ' do you want any better neighborhood “Gretna Green;” Rose Flanagan,, 3er, Elinor Burnham, Alice Crocker, points: Content (subject matter) 50
Also Hennery E(t> Wanted Now
« • • •
in Rockland last week Wednesday.
Prompt returns at highest possible
have set traps. The two boys went ( than that? So come in and call on "The Beau of Bath;" Marion Ginn. and Mary Small of Rockland
per cent; presentation (arrangement
F. M. Johnson has been ill.
prices Quotations, tags, testimoni
Burnt Island
clamming recently and the fried the old standbys and be royally en- "Ann of Green Gables;" Edwin Edals. sent on request. Our aim Is to
of
material)
30
per
cent;
neatness.
Mrs. Harry McIntire visited rela
March has made us twice glad- clams and chowder were certainly en tertalned. The breeze may come and wardfi „when Men Proposc.- Joseph I An April Foci's party was given in
ain and hold shippers' confidence.
htsbllshed 25 years. Coops loaned
10 per cent; spelling and diction, tives in Masachusetts last week.
glad when it came and glad to see it joyed.
free.
,
the breeze will go, but remember we Emery -phe Nation's Need of Men;”i *be new
by 1116 community life 10 per cent. When quotations from
Miss Florence Creamer who teaches
W. P. WYMAN & CO.
go.
Everything is up in arms here, all love dear old Washington
| Howard Crockett, ‘Mr Dooley on the committee. Stunts by each student books or articles are used, reference
4 Faneull Hall Market Boston. Mass.
at Springfield is spending her vaca
We wish to thank Editor Fuller for House cleaning is in full swing.
1
Jerusha E. Sargent
29-tf
Comforts of Travel;" Sidney Harden, crganlzation committee and the fac- shall be noted at end of essay. Each tion in town. The first of the week
the pretty card he sent us from
Mrs. F C. Batty, son Bill, nephew; Stickney Corner., April 4.
"Little Gentlemen;” and Edward
were «iven. A dance was held essay must have front and back cover she was guest of her sister. Mrs. L.
Florida.
N Nelson of Portland and daughter!
-----------------Ladd, “The Ballad of East and West." alter the party.
sheet with title appearing on front Eorneman. and Mrs. C. Bowers.
1835
1
Mrs Douglas Larrabee will occupy Mrs. F E. Singer who has been with
The idea seems to prevail in Condat€ of the contest
set for
cover. The subject is "Our Flag.”
her grandfather's house at Boothbay her husband at Isles of Shoals light, gress that the best place to balance April 14 at 8 O'ciocg
Governor Pinchot says we think too
E. A. GLIDDEN & CC
“Doesn't that mule ever kick you?"
Waldoboro and
station, arrived recently.
j the budget is on the back of a tax• * . .
much of our bankrolls. Well, there's
Harbor.
No. sah, he ain't yet, but he fre
Blgblanda
In tearing out one of the pillars on payer's neck.—Norfolk Virglnian-Pi- j The last meeting of the Junior! no harm in reminiscing once in a
Mrs. Staples plans to go to Port
quently kicks de place where Ah re
Artlilio Memorial* In
: High Press Club was in the form of a J while —Mobile Register.
land Monday to accompany her the piazza, inside of one Of the boards j lot.
cently was.”—Associated Magazine.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

It’s fun to be fooled

...it’s more
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to KNOW

NO TRICKS
.. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

At The High School

LIVE
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